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PREFACE

Austin College was pleased to host approximately 125 eduOators

from across the United States representing nearly100 colleges,
411

universities, and educational associations ai-rn Invitational Conference
0

on the Changing Tasks and Roles in Higher Education, March 25-27,

1976. Attempting to focus on agenda-building for the individuallinsti-'

tutions to-meet the challenges of a changing -educational context, the

conference utilized the recent Austin College experiences as a case!
1'

study-background for participants to exchange idea; and: insights. The

Southern Regional Education' Board's Undergraduate Education Reform
,

Project joined the College sponsoring the conference.'

The idea_for the conference rose,out of the college's experience

with its Total Institutional Project,. a f i-year total institutional renewal

project funded jointly b9 the National lgiidowment for the Hurfianities" and

the National Science Foundation (19741.19y). The project was a com-

prehensive effort to facili,,-e change affecting the entire institution and
4.

to,install mechanisms for an on -going change process.

was involved with attitudes, faculty and student roles,

The project

program, and ,

structure. Austin College used the conference as one of the ways to

report the experiences and results -of the'Total Institutional Project
. .

and its corresponding IDEAS educational progran"to funding agencieer",,
. . - 1 /.1

and to receive 'a review and critiqUe of thy directions o project and z ;7 -
-program by colleagues in higher edutation. A sharing of information.

.
about the project and prograffi-has been a stated objectivep-of Austin ege.

"4
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Anothet purpose bf the invitational conference was to

stimulate.the flow and exchange of ideas and information about

educational change among the participants. It was anticipated that

closely focused discussions onSsome of the more pressing problems,

and issues in hig her education would be helpful to,participants in

establishing priorities for elf-renewal in their own institutions.

The case study gave particular emphasis to the strategy of a total

institutionaL approach in meeting the pressing problems of the present

and the emerging and changed situations in the future.

Such a conference and the use of a case study approach has a

high risk of being misunderstood in suggesting the Austin College

strategy for change as the only way., This was certainly not our intent

as we described our struggle *th educational issues ansl'our efforts

in the development of the College and its total program, The Austin

College approach is one way by which we have tried to provide ,educa-

tional opportunities in a climatethat can make a difference. This is

not a college'whicli is tr Ting to do everything for everybOdy. It has a
s/

sp.ecial role and mission; sand the College-ltarts with certain a-ssump-

tions about readiness, about an honor system, about a community, about

behavior,' and about 'getting on with the job of really.good liberal arts

education. it is an approach taken with regard tb the responsibPe

roles and pert:owl and career development of faculty and staff.
war

It is t1 process of haring and the questionsllnd critiques

that proved to be helpful to Austin College and hopefully to all those
5
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attending the Conference as they translated the issues into their
. .\

own ituations.

I would like to express appreciation tb of the participants

who joined us intthis'conference'and made it a lively, provocative;

and productive 'occasion. We have cassette audio tapes df the Major

addresses; summarizing statements: and panel presentations which

are available on loan to participants

educators who might be interested.

in the conference and to other

I also want to express my personal, gratitude to the major

speakers and sufnmarizers. In order of their presentations., they

are Dr. Joseph P. Cosand, Director. Center for the Study of Higher

Education, The University of Michigan;' Dr. Yvette allandy, Vice
.

President for Academic Affairs, California State College at Sonoma;

'Dr. Martha Peterson, President, Beloit College; Dr. !Jack Powers,
I

Vice President, Program Support, Research Corpor tion; Sister Joel

Read, Presidett, Alverno College, and President, t1e American
..

Association of Higher Education; Ms. Edith W. Seas ore, Psychologist
.

(

...._ and Management Consultant, and Pregident,, National Training Laboratory,

and Dr. Landrum R. Bolling, President, Lilly Endcwment.

A special word of thanks goes to Dr. Willia R. O'Connell, Jr. ,Willia

Project Director, Undergraduate Education Refor , Southern Regional
1

Education Board,for his initial interest in the idea Of such a conference,

and the subsequent cp-sponsorship by SREB.

to



In one sense everyone at Austin College was involved in the

conference. Many faculty, staff, trustees, and students actually

worked to make possible the conference from the panel presentation

to running busses to die D/FW Airport, Dr: Jack Jernigan, Project
-

Coordinator andiScott Buchanan, Executive Asiisi'a.nt to the President,

,carried unsung responsibility for the planniqg a1nd carrying out of
,

--the details of the conference and(for the preparation of the conference.
--

. , . .
. : report with the aSsistanee cef_,D4r.:DeiVitt-Reddick.' Special apprecia-

, .

.

. . .

goestin goes., to these leaders ,pd the Austin College Cotiamunity partici-
.,,

, . .
, o -. *f ' .st-.. s -, a

-pants .for making theconference
4

possible: 1i
' 3 ,

3 0 3 .'4

6
. . ,-

,e, .

,Additional inforrnatipn
.abOtt" f'the-Austih College Total Institutional

c.
If- - 4

, t-

' Proj-ectand educationa il progarn a.is.y ailablo frbm the college. The. .
. .

College also has a limited suppl,r o f extra copie; of this summary

f7

.
.report of the Invitational'Conference. Officials of the College and the,

South,ernRegional Education Board would be pleased tapxqvide infor-

, matiOn on planning and arrangements. fo; a conference, of this type.
. .

L

John D. Moseley
President
Austin College
SherMan, Texas
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PART I -"INTRODUCTION

This summary report of the Invitational Conference is intended

to serve three objectives: to provide'a rationale and description of the

conference, to present summary reports of the major addresses and

'summarizing statements, an to give an overview of participant responses

and comments. A brief abstract of the Austin. College Total Institutional.Project which served as case study material for the Conference is included

as an appendix.

The varied Conference format was designed to accomplish the

different purposes of the conference and to provide a worthwhile experience

for participants who came from tvariety of types of institutions and indiviclpal

responsibilities. At various times during-the two and one-half days, there

were major addresses by nationally prominent educators, case-study panel

presentations by Austin College faculty, students, and administrators,

and small group discussions involving 9-14 pa.rtiCipants each. All of the

activities were centered around one of three areas of concern: the changing

role of students, the changing role of fapety,'"and the total institutional

approach.

During the conference, participants were encouraged to note their

ideas and reactions to certain major questions and issues on a prepared

form - a Participant's Response Sheet -.wh ich was distributed in advance. ,

A summary of the information gathered from these sheets is presented in

the final section of this report.

10'
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During the final two yeareof theAustin College Total Institutional.

Project (1972-75) planning began for reporting The results of the change

process to the funding agencies and to others in the broader educational

community. It was decided that the College would publish - at the

conclusion of the Project - a summary report of the Project in book form.

Two smaller reports, the final report of the Advisory Panel to the Total

,Institutional-D-roject, and a summary of experimentation and research in

the Birkman Program, a.psychological testing design used in connection

with the Project, would also be produced by the College. ,

Another way was sought to disseminate inforrnatoi n about the 'Project

on a more personal plane and to engage educators with similar interests

in a' dialogue on some Of the most current andanticipated issues in higher

education. An Invitational Conference on the Changing Tasks and Roles

in Higher Education was conceived from this twin notion of sharing and

review of the Austin College program and of intense discussion of the

pressing issues. Dr.laiam R. O'Connell, Jr. , Project Director, Under-

graduate Education Refor , Southern Regional Education Board, expressed

interest in Possible co-spon orsliip of such a conference.

The first step in conference planning was to ascertain the degree

of interest in this type of reporting and sharing among the higher education

community. During the course of the Total Iristitutional.Project,- hIndreds

of inquiried had been received by the College requesting inforrnation about

the Project as a_ whole or partitular,aspects of it. Many of these inquiries

r.
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were followed by campus visits' by faculty and administrative teams frAm
. .,these institutions. Most of these inquiries originated with liberal aid

institutions similar in nature to Austin College. A questionna'fre was

sent to the presidents, deans, and certain key faculty members at these

colleges and universities to attempt todetermine their interest in attending

a conference and to identify the educational issues uppermost in their

minds. Response to the questionnaire was exceedingly favorable'although

many respondents cited the lack Of travel funds as the reason for their

inability to attend, such a conference. '

Those institutions which indicated an interest in such a Conference

formed the bulk of the invitation list. Additional lists were furnished

by the SREB and compiled from certain state -wide and professional

j educational associations.

After the College's :invitation had been accepted,, each participant

received an advance packet of briefing materials including thelabstract

on Austin College and the Total Institutional Project as case-study material,

a sample of the participant's responpe sheet, an agenda), and other materials.

The only cost of the conference to participan

The cost of conducting the conference w

reporting funds.budgeted to the Tota

Southern Regional Education Boar

eir travel and lodging.

y spetifically identified

Institutional Project and by the

All conference activities, except meals, were held in the College's

Ida Green Cpmmunication Cente a multipurpode conference building

rt. first opened in the year the Project began. i

12
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The Invitational Conference began late Thursday afternoon,

March 25, with registration and campus tours followed by a dinner

for all participants. The dinner program. consisted of three speakers.
Ns

Dr. Moseley, president of the college, discussed the Total Institutionali
Project in concept and procedure. Dr. O'Connell of the SREB gave some

4

of the rationale for the conference and the r

Dr. Jack Jernigan, Project-Coordinator, explain

ns,fot SREB co.- sponsorship.

and various assignments.

the conference schedule

The opening address Thursday eveningwasplivered by Dr. Joseph.

oilt, P. Coeand, Director, Center for the Study of Higher Education, the-

University of MichAgan. His topic was the changing tasks in higher education

and the need for renewal as seen,from a national perspective.

Dr. Cosand's address was followed by a slide-tape presentation

about the history and plateaus of developrrient at Austin College a\nd an
#

overview of the Total Institutional Project. this presentation supported
Ithe case study background by providing more of an historical context for

. © it a
.

the ProjeCt Abstract previously distributed to the participants. An Austin
, ,,.. ,

College Board of Trustees! reception for participants was the concluding
. .

event of the evening:
. 8

,.. , .

\ . \. ,
The second session of the conference on new roles for 'students

. . (
ttera.A. F,riday morning. Dr. Yvette FaIlandy, Vice PreSident.fqrAcademiC

, ., t

Afiairs, .Cilifornia. State College at Sonoma, gave an introductvry presents.-

ti'

ion on the 'current college generation, their needs and goals. A second

slide preseihtation was shown about th Collegets.IDEAS educational piograrn
......... .

.,.
4 .4-

13
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(IDEAS stands for Individual Pevelopment; Encounter with the Arts and ,

.

.
Sciences). This was followed#by an Austin College-Resource Panel of

,
faculty and, students in a case s yson some of the programs and attitudinal

changes that have to do with netv roes fel.students.
ar.

e first of two work sessions nvolving some 12 small discussion
t.

groups of rticipants was held after the resource panel presentation.

The discussitm group leaders for the morning and the afternoon work
\

sessions were Msc'Mary Ellis, Executive Director, New Orleans
. .

Consortium on Higher Education; Dr. "John A. Hague, Director, The

American Studies Faculty, Stetson University; Dr. Richard Hoffnrn, Vice
i

President, Mars Hill Gellege; Dr. Robert Knott, Dean, Arkansas' College;
r",

Dr. Ned Moomaw, Assistant Director, Undergraduate Reform Project,
\

Southern Regional Education Board; Dr. Paige E. Mulhollan, Dean, College

of Arts and Sciences, University of Oklahoma; Dr. Jim B. Pearson, Dean,

Worth Texas State University; Dr. Gresham Riley, Dean of Arts & Sciences

University of Richmond; Dr. Bernard Sloan, Acting Dean, New College,
_..-

University of Alabama; Dr. David Spence, Assistant Director, Academic
.

Administration' Program, United Board foreollege 'Development; Dr. Joan
. .

Stark, ChairMan, Department of Higher /Postsecondary Education, Syracuse

University; and Dr, John A. Valentine, Executive Associate, College

Entrance Examination Board. Reports fromthese discussion leaders were

collected for feedback in a general session of the participants. At the

luncheon following the morning discuisions, Dr. Martha Peterson, President
.

of Beloit College and a member of theAus

pregented a swximary of these. reports....
r 14

Project's Advisory Panel,



The closing major address'of the conference was by Dr, Landrum
IP R. Bolling, President, Lilly End ment.. Dr. Bolling spoke on the f e

4.,
ii.role of the li ral arts college

The patters which follow in Part II of this

of the major speeches, panel presentations, and

1

report are summaries

summary reports.

a
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PART 3.1 - THE CONFERENCE ON THE CHANGING TASKS:AND ROLES.IN

HIGHER EDUCATION

I

CHANGING TASKS AND COLLEGE RENEWAL

A Summary of Remarks by

DR-. JOSEPH P. COSAND
Director

Center for the Study of Higher Education
The University of Michigan

Out of his background of decades of experience with ethicational

problems at institutional, state, and national levels, Dr, Joseph P.

Cosand described the..current.environment within which higher education.

must exist and presented challenges whh must be faced. Herewith

is a summary of his remarks.

The New Environment

A new environment existth for higher education in this country

today, Dr. Cosand said, and this new environment must be accepted

and understood by us in higher education.

In contrast to the '6ducational environment of the psist 10 to 15 .

years, Dr, Cosand emphasized these changes in public attitudes:

"A characteristic of'our pcIrsent period is. the loss of confidence

in our public institutions, including colleges and universities." Unemploy-

ment among co lege graduates has hei #htened %his lass of confidence.

There is a wiiititproad public feeling/that college curricula are .tr dition-,

bound, failing to respond to societethieeds.

--Coritimied growth-in °liege populations can no longer be

-expected; to thr....gtiitrar t_ plaoning pr oc edur es_ lor_ educaitiort
.

20



in general tend to follow individ stic growth'pa.tterni of the past.
41

-- Among public decision in kers higher educationhas sunk

to a low priority in terms" of interest and active support. Dr. Cosand
a

cited.legislatord and highgovernrnent officials to support this pre-

valencevalence of a disinte4fested attitude regarding financial increases. At

the same time, he indiCated, the dissatisfaction with higher education

.has led to a more critical appraisal of the functions of higher educa-

/ional institutions and the-increasing tendency of legislators tb exert

more detailed duthbrity over these institutions.

The, Challenges that Confront Us

Dr. Cosand described numerous factors which he believes are

ways in which inatitutions,of higher education may have contributed
.

toward these unfavorable attitudes, oward higher education.
,41

*Fear of and resistan& to, change. within the college or university.

Dr. Cosand- described three-year self-study undertaken at the University

of Michigan. This self-examination created uneasiness among some of the
. .

university community,. uncertainty about "what is-the administration lup to?".

4'hia re +stance also lies in are fact that "We are more interested in the

survi 1 of the individual (tfiL%Tty member or administratOr).than the

.vival of a department or program %he istituton: !!
r

Aggressive leadership on the part of the institutionalinstitutional president is needed
i . ,;0---

. ..

to bring the faculty into the forefront iiicha.nge, and to allay the sense of
t -

.

fear and uncertainty.

21
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adequacies of data. At a meelfg of representatives from

the House and the Senate,' from the media.,4`frcim business, and from

education, Dr. Cosand recalled,- the educational representatives were

bombarded with such questions as: "Why can't we get data out of the

institutions?' These public leaders want more data on costs and cost

efficiency, more uniform data from the various colleges and universities

so that comparisons may be made. 'As one person remarked: "We

don't thin many of the institutions have that kind of data because they

don't want costs to b, shown. " An impression has wide credence that

there is too much costly duplication of effort between institutions and

within institutions; but data seems unavailable to evaluate this impression

against uniform criteria.

-- Failure to plan where planning is needed. There is a critical

need for the adherents of higher education to work cooperatively in regard

to state and regional planning for higher education. If the educators

themselves do not carry out such planning, there isIikelihood that legis--

lators will take the - initiative.

4 Planning is needed at institutional, state, -and.national levels to

insure that higher education is responding to the changing needs of society.

.0

- Questions are being raised todiy about where and how values may be
?

effectively an element in higher education, and planning is itial
.

,thin ,area.-

Within the institution,
v

'arming is necessary to prevent too much
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fragmentation, to encourage among faculty.Andadminittrators an

overaal view of the institution," and to enable adjustments to changing

patterns of 'student' needs and inter ts.

-- Creating false assumptions about the value of college ect cation.

"Higher education has not offered arid is not offering the prepar: tion for

leadership necessary for dealing with the complexities and i terrelation-

ships that have developed throughout our society and even in our own

institutions. " Instead, there has been a tendency to 'rest the value of

college education on the promise of higher salaries and better living

styles after graduation.

-- La kof constructive coo erative efforts to conve to so let 's

decision makers information about the true nature of hi her ed cation.

"The attitudes towards higher education by decision maker's n state and
I

natio legislative branches-has changed markedly in the last ten years, "

Dr. Cosand stated. In the minds of many people a pro essor, with

decreased faculty workload, has the softest job in erica, An increase

in the self-interest of the individual'faculty mem er; the underemployment

of bachelors, 'blasters , and doctors graduate ; the lack of hard data on

costs and job descriptions; and the lack Of outstanding spokesmen Lor

the whole of higher education have colt buted to the store of Misimpress-

ions in the minds of these decision akers.

"Who is speaking for high r education At the institutional level

to change theseideas of ilighe education?" Dr. Cosand reported a

23
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conversation he had recently with two congressmen in Washington.

"How many educators have dropped by to see you in the last six months?"

he asked. The answer was: "Three. " In earlier years, Dr. Cooand

t ; believes that ed ucators were more active in acquainting decision makers

with the progress, procedures, and problems of higher education.

Who is speaking for the totality of higher education? It is the

hope of ACIE that it can do it; but the competition between types of

institutions in the membershirVvorks against this central purpose. We

'(the educational leaders who c pribe.this audience)'need to give all
114,

the help we can in "eduCating" the people who make decisions.

-- Failure to establish reahonable priorities in the face of the-

realities ofprresent° resources. In the face Of dwindling enrollmeht,and.

limited financial resources, "we still tend to act as though money w11.1

solve our problems and go back and forth to the Legislature to ask for

more money." Adapting to change v it n the institution tends toward

adding new courses, tew programs, and new faculty, without dropping

out a comparable number of courses or programs and remaining with the

same faculty. Who is speaking the institution to charige these

' attitudes' toward priorities and resources?
4

What We Can Do

"As faculty, admitiiitrators, Board,and-institutions,we are

accused of being more concerned about survival than change; so what

shall we as professfonal educators do to renew ourselves,. our institutions,

24
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c-' ,.. I 's
our image, and to ,restore our credibility?" In answer to his own

question, Dr. Cosand recommended nine possible actions.

1.. Re-define the purposes and functions of a college education.

"Over the last few years we've old a real 'bill of goods' . .

. ,

go to college so that you can earn so much more in a lifetime, get a
,

.

master's degree*'so that you can earn so much more, )get a doctorate.

?-'.
--- ,

.

so that you can earn still more in a lifetime. '" We have to be concerned
. . 1

with the economic aspects of post-college life; but other aspects
,
deserve

greater stress -- education for personal growth, for societal growth,

for discovery,of talents, to learn how to learn,
/
it-6 sere

of leadership.

e as a real source

2. Improve our planning and policepolice decision processes at

the institutional, consortium, state and regional,. and

national levels.
(--

Unify our- efforts wherever and whenever we can. What you ar-e

doing here at Austin. College (inthis conference) I hope will be dissemi-

nated to other institutions.

3. IMprove the access to career education at all levels,

without over-emphasis on earnings, and with stress' on

personal and societal maturity and growth.

While strongly supporting the value of aliberararts education,

Dr. Cosand asks that the importance of a, career not be played down, and

that the term caree -r education not beinterpreted melely as something

25



.
less than a four-year program.

4. .Utilize and help to mold the services of the state and

federal governments.
.

Insl.eaTI"Of having branches of the government cont'rol the nature

of higher education, educators need toFtelp the government decision

makers to understand the needs, problems, and goals for higher education.

"Let's not let them control us, but Let's help to inold -them: Let's becipme

active and effectikre lobbyists with a unified approach, ins ead of being

in erested in-self and turfmanship We are not going to restore our/
'(with the decision makers) untilwe act as a unified force.

5. In dedication to service to the student, believe in --

universal access to higher education, justifiable choi

and commitment to student accommodation and achievement,.

giving the student a real opportunity for self-realization.

We believe in univer 1 access; however,,univeisal access does
."-

notmean equality of educational outcome. The cotitry needs leadership

-and-an apprOriate form of elitism.

6. Provide for increased opportunities for ethnic groups and

women.

A.welf-supplied reservoir of well-educated, potential leaders,

drawn from all significant segments of'society, is essential for the.good

of our total society.

7. Administratfve and faculty performance' and productivity

.26.

l'9s
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must be iiii-prpved in terra-of the quality of oim product,',-

and a defensible cost in relation to the .mds available to us.

Systems for careful revie* and evaluation must be' established.
. .

/z-'\W e must have available accurate data oncosts we are to defend Oulf

requests and continue to receive' support from students, alumni, other*

taxpayers, .legislators, governors, and donors.

*8. Essential support' services must be maintained at

an -adequate level. '.

When a department or an institution recei es a budget cut, the
*

tendency has been to protect positions for administrators and faculty

and to eliminate first theSecretaries and other support personnel, arid,

funds for support materlairlor instruction: This process Jolvers the

quality of instruction. Preferably, the cutfng should be done_ in terms
.4 .

,

Of programs or divisions of activity, with attention to relative support

neede.'

S

I

9. Efforts must be made to see that reform in high

4 education is self- generated and not imposed by external

forces.

These efforts shOuld be at all levels -- institutional consortiums,

state and r nal organizations of of and natio nal educational

cooperation.-

- New and modifie truCtional procedures, time slequences,

external programs, expeiientiar e uatione are mandates as our

.

0
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student .and our society continue to change; but such new ventures
J r

t

must.b tified. Older programs must be fevieA ed. modified as

necessary,ior erimitiated.

Reform rnaynvolve governan& as well as curriculum.

, cipation of the student community in policy decisions may require

codside,ration. Strong admisnistrative.leadership is essential, but new

pathways should be evolved for input from various constituencies.

Self-generLtinireform will necessitate financial support; and

hard money Must `be contrnitted.in the budget for such a purpose.

In Conclusion

We must- havi4 faculty and administrators who and

/

,perceptive leaflrciiin if the institution is to face the issues described
- .

in this report and to search out effective solutions. If we in the educa-
i

tiQnal wor' do not assume sue h rvbponsibilities, others external to us

are willing to impose their solution,s upon us.

No.t is an appropriate time for us as individuals to examine,_

evaluate change. and renew our institutions, and thus our society. And

in the p cess (here must be a unified `e fort to inform the decision makers

and the ublic at large about the impor nce of higrier education and its

contrib ions to the dignity and welfare f mankind.
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New Roles for Students

NEW STUDENTS IN A NEW ERA

A Summary of Remarks by

DR. YVETTE FAT,LANDY
Vice President for Academic Affairs

-California State College
at Sonoma

F,11andy paid high tribute to Austin College for the College's

'successful efforts to address tkir problems pbsed to higher education by

the new American undergraduate.

She pointed out differences in point of view of educatiOn between

students and professors in the typical college situation.

"For the N.cultY- education is not to be focused rwc,essarily on
...._ .

... -
..,..

the individual, but rather on a field of knowledge, its discipline, its

mahod(.1ov, y. The typical college professor has' spent many yeari to
\11

master a discipline. The reward is the inimitable thrill of intellectual

discovery and sharing that thrill with his colleagues and his students.

For the typical professor, learning is its own justificatiOn."
SIM ,

Studenjs', however, view education differently.

The student "longs for an education to help him discover himself,

and develop himself. He also requires some likely link between his

course of study and his future career. " Students wanito be-free to

create, to know, to know that they know, to act, and especially.to love.

Their view of education is deeply personal, and it I's a means to an end
. -

rather than the end itself.

41
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Too often, Dr. Fallandy believes, disappointment awaits both

professor and student in the typical situation. There is a crisis among

educators in that many feel isolated and have become resentful because

of what they perceive to be an ungrateful public and unappreciative

students. On the oder hand, for students, keen disappointment too often
13

follows through their discovery that their academic work i just that,

galling short of the personal goals sought.

In contrast to this typi.cal background, Dr. Fallandy points-to _

"the magnitude of Austin Coll ge's triumph." "Moresueceisfutly

any other college, Austin College has addressed the problems posed to

higher education by the new American undergraduate, The-geniue of

the Austin faculty, administration, has been to recognize early:the new

aspirations of the new students. The virtue of the Austin COlfe

students, faculty, and administration is to have found the imagination,

poise. and courage to embark on their quest for understanding and self-

development. Their venture has been so comprehensive that ft includes.
_

not only all segments of the college community, but the institution.itself. "

The IDEAS program demonstrates, for example, how Austin

College has responded to the aspira ions of undergraduates. The approach

to learning permits the student to d stover and to develop himself.. It

shows him how his community seek to informs him, form him, influence

' and manage him. The three coura s in Heritage of Western Man introdtice

the student to the province of valuels and acquaints him with what company

30-
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he keeps through the ages by holding his values. .He learns practiCally*

h the educated person can, and must, participate in 5.emmunity. "

Thementorship program, as adopted in Austin College, .restores

to the facially one of its sacred tradition's -- the4lose persional relation.-

qiip of student and faculty member.
So.

Dr. Fallandy credits the success of the Austin College program

to the people who are the College --

..

the imagination and patience of administrators and trustees

-

...1)in their pursuit of 4v-vision of education;'..... ,

. 0

the faculty for their courage and stamina in wrenching-
. ,_ ,

awgy_ir_orni the security of traditional patterns to undertake
"-. :, ..

..
M

il
assive pedagogical experiments; -'

1.
_

1 ... S . '..

the students. Who demcinstrated their willingness'to join .

25

..

their tep.Olcrs.in the noble but risky experiment.
.

Dr. Fallandy paid special tribute to Dr.- Frank Edwards, a,prirne
,

-foYce in- originating theAlistiii...tonegr;Progratri and in getting it well
k .

under way 'before his death. ^;

, r
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SUMMARY OF AUSTIN COLLEGE PANEL DISCUSSION
ON NEW ROLES,AND TASKS FOR STUDENTS

Members of the Panel -
Dr. Howard A. Starr, Associate Dean, Moderator

. Dr. Dean M. Batt, Assistant Professor of Education
Miss Rhonda Blackshear, student
Miss Melanie Anne Dorsey, student
Dr. Myron J. Low; Professor of History

Asa primary theme of the Total Institutional Project, Austin

College carefully reviewed new roles for students. Just as in the case

. of ficulty, the college recognized that with the Total Institutional Project

the studentbOdy would be faced with assuming relatively n

responsibility.

program, most

levels of

In the research that had gone on prior to t e IDEAS
IF.

consultants had warned the college that the "new student"
r

would enter with a wide range of academic experiences from the secondary
V.`

school, and that they would not need further grounding in the fundamentals

of mathematics, grammar and reading. Needless to ay, the consultants

Were right in terms of the wide range of experiences but considerably

ouch with the reality of the modern student's basic skills.

The Total,Institutidrial Project.recognized ea ly that the student

must be dealt with as a whole person: 'For that reaslon, the &ordination

of \the new student role involved new tactics in the classroom,. mentor

relatipns, and the use of.faculty in facilitator roles rather than traditional.

teacher-student roles. The entire IDEAS program confronted the student .

Tttith a wide range of new demands in his` /her role as a student. Students

32
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were faced with modular courses, competency based courses, Kellerized

approaches, contract courses, contingency management courses, dis-

cussion based courses, highly media-oriented courses, as well as

traditional lecture method courses. Going from one methodology to

another in various courses presented the student with many new demands.

It req

issue.

of the student a flexibility that pIviously had not been an
re

Students were exposed toertot only it Wide range of teaching tech-,
I

'niques on the part of faculty but also a wide range of calendar situations.

The new role of the Austin College student meant that he/she would take

courses in seven week sessions, four week sessions, and fourteen week

sessions, and, at the same time, be exposed to various styles of teachin

Thus the assumption made by the institution was that the stude

would come to the college in a relatively dependent mode and mov- through

a series of growth patterns to a. more independent mode. e mentor,

would serve as the sounding board for this developm tal growth process/

The coaching and guiding of the mentor was designed to support the

student as he/she would encounter various new expectations on the part

of faculty. Beyopd these issues, the student faced a more experiential

and experimental type of curriculum than previously. Students were

exposed to the "real woeld" of academic material as compared to the highly-
theoretical content of traditional teaching. Faculty that once had "spoon

' fed" students were now asking for a-high degree of participation on the

,student's part. Participation and involvement thus created a secondary

33
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.New, Roles for Students

-4.

. r

qUESTIOIsIS TO BE DISCUSSED

A Summary of Remarks 39,

prv- Martha ;Peters
,./34verAdent- -.

TiVICilt College

(Dr. Peters&n summarized the.questions discusse
in the morning group sessions on new roles: for

. students, prepargtory:tk further discussion. )

r

31

Some participants raised the question: "Is it a new role being

filled by students, or the same role with net') circumstances?"'

How can student rticipa iri counseling and,,peer teaching
.5

bemade effective? 4:-' - ,

3

,-A /
.

How dO'we develop\within students, ,faculty," and administration

. .

a sense of community?

w

regarding life on 'The camp

and procedures be apPlie

iivulveil in inalur eLi5ion.13.

4 b..
dof a small

clliege; can these sarrinciples
.

to larger' carrip.us es.?

On the Austin College campus.we have seen how all students ar

expected to accept iv. p ility Many areas. propriate is' it

to force individual stude a s to accept responsib lity when they don7t*Viant.

it? In particular, d tile individual who eurolls for a single night:
.

t
ols.ss be forced-t aec Pt the is responsibility as.a.f tinie day

--- .5'
_ student?

-

.4"

In -AtistilittellTg;:
. .-

,

w free 'it- The ;Student; d
,

respOnifibility .1:lowsfzetls a: studertt arAtistiiv'eallege
-

chi:mite his
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.

the prograin authoritarian?

liddenagenda4Lyables_ which makes

..

How can we adequately evaluate the process of educiqon in

any college -- evaluating _what takes' plate within the-student in his

four years of edllege?:c

Are the College's goals (that `is, goalatis _reflected in demands

upon the student) different from society's goals and standards?

How mature responsibility is it fair to ask of a student.-

particularly the 18 to 20-year-old student?

How,dd w go about alteiing attitudes brought with, them by the

,i-students? f"-

What dO we .do-in the --v-educational process that ieinfoiCes,

the best that a student is?

4

What they (administra

*

, faculty, students) are questioning

at Austin College has to do with relationships of faculty, student, and

society. Therefore --it is important to know -- how do you ask the

questiOns that make the most,difference, thus creating a campus that

is a lively, vital place, a place where there is growth toward independent

learning, toward becoming self:-directed, becoming a responSible and
. .

mature adult?
)
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urnrnary of Remarks by

DR. JACK POVERS
Vice President

Arograira pport
Research Corporation

I

SOCIETY

o 04 .r

Dr. Power's emphasized. first.the .strategic dependence of society

upon higher education for leadership and then, in the face of diminishing

resources, 'the necessity for more sharply focused educational programs

with stricter evaluation,of results.

In support of the leadership role, Dr. Powers cited a statement

from Adlai Stevens n who said the privilege and the penalty of higher

education is that, r the coming decade, it will be the pace-setter for.
political and social thought in our ommunity. It may not accept this

ire s ionsibility, but it makes noth ference fo it is inescapable. For.if

education tlecides to set no pace, pus% fOrwa d no new ideas, dream no

drearns, it will still be the pace-setter. It will.,simply havt decided that

there will be no, pace, Stevenson said.
S.

Roles of Education

Education and - institutions of higher edudation have teen boun'tl*p

with the development of the United States. Dr. Powers summarized this
/

deyelopment thus:

When this ccuntry wis founded 00-yea,ivago,,-- higher, education-.--

_

ivedutilition,for thud"
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-- Jefferson and Madison revolutionized it and-mrak it education

for political leadership.

In the latter half of the 19th Century and throughout the first

half of the 20th Century, higher education bec though of, by many

at least, as education for economic advancement.--

During the middle ofthe 2d.inuentury!thee.oncept Changed to

regarding education as the key to progress.
. ,

.
1

.

Perhaps we are now starting what might be known as education
/

for the whole person. Certainly this was one of the motivating factors-

behind the Austin College IDEAS program;

Dr, 'Powers reminded his audience of-the many changes that have

taken place in higher education in recent years.

he)reducaiiOn jurrfped from two million in 1950
_

I (one. out of two students in private collegesj.to nine million. in 1976 (one

out of four students in private colleges)r

Higher education, no longer the elite preserve of scholars or sons

of the aristocracy, has become national'in scope, democratic in purpose;

It is increasingly open to minorities and populations which have never

before been served.

To eet the new demands, the faculty has had-t)--step out of its-
*

usual role and learn new techniques in directing the development of students.

J

The Advancement of Knowledge

And Faculty Development

iS 8
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4
Dr. Po Viers recognized the over-riding importance of these

ew challenges to educate greatly increased numbers of yAirtgy.ersop(
.

41, .
with goals that often differ froin traditional goals' of the past. However, .

he emphasized the importance also of the respons4b114 of_higher educa-

4 tion to ,continue the advancem ent of the frontiers of knowledge. "This'

r.

is, often an aspect of,higher education which is difficult-to sustain-T--es-

pecially.in the strictly undergraduate college, " he said. Thus professional

development and research/by faculty and by students - Should become a

critical part of the undergraduate program.

This will probably require assistance in funding from sources

outside the academic institution. Thus faculty will need to concentrate

some of their time in developing effective fund-raising techniques;
,

Difficult -- why? Practical benefits from sicholarly-

tend to,merge not according to fixed progra'rns or time schedules, but they

emerge in their own good time. They are often ifficult to measure, and

they are 'not easily rewarded, and thus not. readily financed.

These fundamental advances iiiknowledge, so important to-be

sought, depend great y upon the faculty at institutio-ns of higher education.-
,

This is a role not asily adaptable to any other area of society. . "Thus',

we must continue to have active programs for faculty imicrIVement in their

respective fields. It is this involvement which qualifies faculty members

to-beleaders as well as- colleagues of students- ip th'e education of this

yoUnger/generation."

1
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Dr: POwers tressed t6 importance of a career developrue'rit -4 -
. , * . .

- r a. t
5

'program for faculty.. "It has been mle, recommendation that Austin

, College put a measurable amountfof ite effort into, getting this career

development program on an established basis. ' He commended the

Summer Resource Laboratories program of Austin College as a worthy

step, and emphasized that now. is the time to,allow faculty members to
V

concentrate their summer efforts in a redevelopment of their professional

achievements.

'Financing Innovation
4

Planried innovations arid, changes in education, pbviously, require

money. And itits harder to attract money today than it was a few years

atrot .'union that the trend of reduced funds will continue in

the fOeseeable future,'" Dr. Powers predicted. Foundations, federal
./

)kgenCies, and private donors will scrutinize prOposals more critically

thari in the past.

focused as to subject matter, scope, procedures; (2) with rply defin

.0,

To be effective, future proposals likely will brave to be (1) clea

goals, and (3). with an effective method of evaluation delineated.
.0

In Regard to Austin College

1

"One of the reasons for the success -of- the Totalinstituttonal Project

you have Lad a chance to observe in this \twO-day conference is the total-
.
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co mitment that all of the elements of the Austin College Community

have made to this particular'experiment," D11. Powers said. "The

strecess is also dueJo a very great deg -ee to the administrative leader- c*

ship given tO.the program by Dr. Moseley and by Dr. Frank Edwards,

who led the way in the formative stages of this progr &m. And tika great'
IP'

extent it has Isi) been aided by the leadership, enthusiasm, and coop-
.

erat:on (,f the Trustees of Austin College."

He added: "It seems fairly obvious. to me that the two federal
,

agencies which made the grant to Austin College did-not consider invest-

,14* thousa
4

nds of dollars of our tax money in this institution ju to help

ustitt College upgrade its academic program and try some changes.

fkilther, these agencies were hoping -that some ofthe-experience,
, .

negative and positive, would be made a vaila131e*o_ other_institutions. The
'". .

cOnTernce bein held this weekeiii a good example of one way of dissemi-

___,I) nating this kind f informatioLuk t ------------, ,

, .. ..g 4 ,
----/ -4

-
,.. I , \

i
..,

_

/ ,.
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New Roles for Faculty.
"
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'IL SUMMARY OFAUSTIN COEGE RESOURCE PANEL
DISCUSSION ON NEW ROLE AND TASKS FOR FACULTY

Members of the Panel -
Dr. Gerald H. Hinkle, Professor of Philosophy, Moderator
Dr, Henry N. Buscher, Professor of Biology
Dr. Thomas W. Nuckols, Professor of Religion
Mr. Harry F. Thompson, Associate Professor of

Commtmication Arts
Dr. Shelton L. Williams, Associate Professor of

Political Science

The panelists represented the fivefold manner in which Austin-

saj-rege faculty had been both challenged and assisted by the Total Institu-
_

tional Project in reshaping their views on their reles in and through the

reshaping of programs for which they bore responsibility.
It

Dr. Hinkle, Relource Panel moderator and spokesman for the
4

new Heritage of Western Man core curriculum sequence of courses, noted

the several agonizipg decisions he and his colleagues were asked to make

as they envisioned a series of courses wherein western cultural history

was utilized more as a ,frame of reference than as a body of content- per se.

These decisions, moreover, were compared by Dr. Hinkle with his and

others' prior familiarity with the previous Basic Studies courses at Austin

College wherein one's professional, detailQ grasp of kontent was the

principal measure of one's effectiveness as an interdisciplinary team- teacher.
.Dr. illiams, who fashioned and presently directs the newest core.

curriculum 4enture at Austin College, Policy Research, noted how therein
ri

also forinat, method, and procedure were *mor theorder of the day than. .
I.

1 ,
/

1

I 4
i

2
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mere reiteration 'of data researched by students and their faculty facilitators- -

making for yet another sense in which one's role as an "expert in a discipline"

was subject to change. For the audience's further benefit Dr. Williams

gave examples of Policy Research topics and showed how campus research

and policy- making by 'students in the course was monitored and often used

by institutions and agencies "in the real world" in need of such findings.

Dr. Buscher represented the experiences of about one-third of the

Austin College 'faculty who met the challenge of change by restructuring

one or two of their awn course offerings along lines requiring new and

varied professorial roies. In Dr. Buscher's case a biology course open to
-

all students was structured on a modular,competency-based model figr

self-paced learning, and at the same time presented to students enrolled

'as a t-track option with one track more fitting for students in the sciences

and the other more meaningful to those whose interest lay in non-science

academic areas.

The audience next heard from Professor Thompson, Chairman'of

the Communication Arts Department at Austin College, one of three depart-
'

ments that used Total Institutional Project funds, Summer Resource Lab-
..

oratory time, and outside consultants in their effort to rethink and eventually

reorder every course they offered under a wholly different set of objectives

for the teaching of their discipline: In that regard Professor Thompson

emphasized, -above all else, the very supportive--wellnigh essential--

dimension of free-CA-le, special-funding latitude for the making and carrying

4.3



-out of such undertakings by departnients- on any campus-.

Finally,. Dr. Nuckols' shareil his experiences from the erspective

of a faculty member who was given one Summer Resourc

period wholly to develop his own lines of research and a subsequent

"mini-sabbatical" under Austin College's innovative Career Development

Program for its faculty. h, Dr. Nuckols represented most other .

faculty experiences rehearse: by his colleagues as well; but his was

one of the very first, encounter= with Career Development--an encounter/which he testified.was quite ppropriate for a faculty which had otherwise

"lost itself" in institutional concerns for so long a'period of time
4 .,

44
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New Roles for Faculty

"NEW ROLES FOR FACULTY: WHAT'ARE

A. Summary of Remarks by
-,-

1 _ ... .

- ..;- -, --- Sister Soel. Re.
:

President ,

Alverno College,
and President

American Association of Higher Education
1

The long range projection of faculty roes cannot yet be clearly

foreseen; but changes are taking place. Cons er the following remarks

as "Notes to the Traveler" -- to someone on t e way.

Where Does the Challenge Come From?

Factors that are changing society are 0S-E5 creating challenges to

our modes of teaching in higher *education, Sister Joel obsefved. She

emphasized such factors as --

The knowledge explosion, whith has eated the necessity for

setting new "knowledge goals" in the underg aduate curriculum; gulate,

or emphasize social goals through higher ducation;

The changing nature of the studen s we, teach, with the extension

of higher education to a larger and-larg r proportion of the populace and

with the greater diversity among stude s in regard to biackground and age;

Challenges from funding agencies which favor specific goals for

programs In higher education which they ars, willing t support financially.

Wliy Now? :

Why have these challenges to the traditional roles of the professor

emerged at 'the preterit time?

Sister Joel apes a' basic and fundamental change in the nature of

the substance to be streamed thro
C.)

the higher education channels, a
. .

43



change that is subtle though

"A good deal of what we teach in the history o! vilization has

focused around migration, and then what happens to people as they try

to !fettle., That territo/ial migration wa: probably more or less over

by the end of the Century with th- discOvery.of Australia. In,one-

way you could s. y that hll human his ory is migration. " But today we

are involve in more than an outwa d journey and a linkage between

technological advances with refle ion on the meaning of those advances.

What we are now involve in some persons may call personal -

development or human develop ent. In reality it is a different f rm of

migration -- migration into'dis very of who is, what does it mean to

be human, what takes place insideJ.the human person.

Just as each signifiCant rritorjaa migration br.ought'w.i4 it an

environment of attitudes, appr "tche-13,_and-problems, so now does

of Ithese migrations Pinto the h:urna being bring forth manifestations

concerns. _Questions of civil ,rightt to individuals have focused challe ges

on whites. Theme women's movement ipcuses on the question of social /

rights. Issues of economic rights tend to focus on the male. The con-

sumer movenent -- in addition to its other influences is comfng into an

impact on the educational world of students and professors. The nature .

of this impact will be noted later.

Another circumstance, gaining recognition, may have exercised
.

a, timely influence in generating the challenges. It was argued at the AAC

'Conference in Philadelphia that we have reached the liinits of growth, ,and
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that this realization has caused many to become up-tight about how

45

we are going to organize knowledge and deliver it to out students. One,

speaker pointed out that, as physical resources become ever scarcer,

investing in human resources may prove to be our best strategy.

Impact on the Role of the Professor

What impact have the forces described abdve had on the role of

the professor?

Sister Joel describe§ changing roles that seem to be emerging

for the faculty member. Some of these, she suggests aide nev roles;

but other§ are roles long perceived by some teachers but wiich now
IN

demand much greater emphasis.

Traditionally, the professor has been a teacher; now he/she must.

also be a learner. By inferences drawn from other parts of her address,,

Sister Joel' rolethat the role of learner is made nec ssary by the

need to keep abreast of*the flow of new information, to a soTb more
I

knowledge about the' background and capacities of studen s, and to relate

the teachings to the society in which the 'educational process takes place.

"When I am a priofessor, I decide what I will teach. But, in some

of the newer programs I do not have .that authority. Someone.-elie'zna.y
,

decide -- a curriculum committee, a, proposal director.

"As a professor I decide who gets the credit in my course. In

some of the newer programd, therels an external examining group.."
,

Sister Joel emphasized a changing emphasis on teacher accougtability.

In part, at least, this change id a reflection of the consumer Movement-
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-.n society. When you look of some of the things about which students,i_
_ _

,are protesting, they may seem trivial. Yet in reality,' they may be

j, hiding the r question in the student's mind:. "HO/ does a. student'

say to'a world-famous professor, thp author of ten books, 'Brit you

aren't teaching me'?"

"Today, I'm not accountable to my students; but I am responsible

to them. " Not only must I be an exper-t in :by subject, but I must be

able to answer affirrhatively, "Do I know how to communicate what I

know to the students?" A'n'd still further, "Am I able to 'develop in that .

--. student' the same kind of skills that have made me a scholar?" 'Students,'

I

like professors, need to learn how, to be able td analyze, to synthesize,

to quantif data, to be able to reckon with not only personal values but

also the values ope tive in society, to learn how to process data in
1'

groups,- to'come to ecisions about data, through group inte'raCtion.

But h

the effettivene

s research that should warm your hearts. Studies of

s of teaching tend to show4hat wfipn*students did their b est

had noilink fo.do with whether it was in an .t)peil classroom, whether a

-.variety of visuals and other materials were available, or whether the
, 8

delivery was through the latest instruments,of technology. !'The most

critical variable was the interaction\that the student had with the,teacher:

"So,

IP

even though we are talking about - new roles for the professor,
.

there is no way that we can abdicate

The functions of teaching, advising',

r.

that responsibility for interaction.
",

assessment which -we have always
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I
had must simply be raised to a new level of refinement."

7

Sister Joel indicated her conviction that in college teaching it

is becoming increasingly imperative th it the professor know more about

the students a9d adapt his/her approaches accordingly. "As the nature

of your students<changes;' she said, "You are going to play multiple

roles if you want to teach. You will find yourself constantly doing
I

something differently than irl the 'past. You will pay more attention to

what the settings in which learning occurs. " Thus she Envisions an

educational pronedure involving more field trips, more out-of-the-classroom

;projects, more student,involvement in What takes place. This intensified
,

.620

aspSet: of the rat of professor, ,she believes, -must "conie from youi
r

,personal convictions of how you are really going to effect learning in those,

,_students, a ,feeling that, if the eitudent has committed himself ta_an_edu
1
catio , By God, he is going to get it. I"

Impact on the Institution

'41.1 cannot.talk about changing roles for the faculty without
1

reorganizinaran institution. Sister Joel pointedout some ways in which. ,.
adaptations are already being made.

-- Advising tikes more of a central Cole'in the education process,-

Tn "ore schools advising ft:7r the first two years has been centralized to
,,

give it more coherence Adjustments in sc edule must be made for
,

,,
.

upper level advisers to,permit indre consis ent attention to advisees.
,_

`
-- The old concept that no one vie* the teaching of'a professor.

A
.

oftenexcept his ,students is jlei'ng disqipated. r. cult, oiten establish seminars, .
.1 :-
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in which professors exchange-views, give lectures, teach each other,
.

exchange classes.

-- Committees are becoming more fluid; responding to changing

needs and designed to self destruct.

A new kind of record keating may need to,be_esta' blished

to retain the kind of data most required for new modes of approach.

-- New and creative uses for the library arQ being injected into

the learning system.

Sister Joel concluded with this quotatiop:

"The future is not a result of choices !among-alternate paths'
.,

$

offered by the present, but a place that is created, created first in mind

and will, next in activity. The futurels not, some place we are going to,

but one vie are creating."

4.
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The Total Institutional Approach
/
V,/ .

SUMMARY OF ALISTIN COLLEGE. PANEL PRESENTATIO ON THE
TOTAL INSTITRTIONAL APPROACH

/1 7
//

P

Q

Members of the Panel -
Dr. John D. oseley, President, Moderator
Dr. A. J. arlson, Associate Dean for Humani ies
Dr. Dan T. Bedsole, Executive Vice President and

Dean of the Faculty

9

t.

Serving as moderator fox the Austin College Case Presentation,

President John D. Moseley introduced the subject of a.total institutional

Japproach to self-renewal with the question, "How do you createa College

which will meet the challenges arising from our changing tires?" He
P

then explained that the program to follow would present the attempt of

one college to come to grips with this question and to develop, structures

and modes of operation uitable to this institution as a means of on,going

and continuous adaptatioii the challenges of the future.
4

The approach taken lyy Austin-College involved many problems,
and it would not, be suitable for every kind of college or University.
But for us it seemed the only reasonable and realistic approach was
to emphalize a comprehensive partnership style of operation in a
strategy to utilize the total resoprces to accomplish program and
institutional goals,.

*pv

Involvement of the total community - .trustees,, administrators,
faculty, staff, and studentshad to 'be achieved. To build and
maintain the kind of college envisioned,. 4 am convinced, must start
with the trustees; and I will talk for a tine about our Board of
Trustees. Then Dr Jack Carlson, Aissodiate'ean andChairman-
of the Humanities A ea, will explain the evolution of our new
academic program ith its involvement of faculty and students. 'Dr.
Dan Bedsole, Execut ve Vice President.and Dean of the Faculty,
will'theil tell about the Career. Development Program, whicsh is
designed to permit continuous professional growth (4 the faculty
member.

L.)



The Role of the Trustees

Summary of remarks by Dr. Moseley

When an individual is invited-to become a member of the Board

of Trustees, I believe strongly that he or she should be confronted

with tFie real situation, to know what wile expected from the trustee.

This means that the potential trustee for Austin College i,s

invited to b c me a member of a working Board, committed to the

Charter ,responsibilities, the leadership responsibilities, and -- in our

case -- the Covenant agreement with the Church. Th-eBoard is now a

self-perpetuating,' self-disciplining Board with excused absen s and

a review of Board .performance as a part of their procedure. Thus the

Board invites others to join in the educational enterprise -- they'aNit

a president, a faculty, a staff, and students to join'an exciting educatilonal

venture. This procedure establishes a kind of partnership- relation

between the Board and those who accept the invitation, and this partn r-

ship style or approach affects the tone and the way the College does its
0

business.' Policy is not so much a pronouncement as it is a process of
t working out what should be done in the best interest of the College.

President Moseley then used transparencies of charts and diag ams

in explaining the separate structures of the Corporate Office and the
b

Executive Office, the'new approach to constituency relations, and the

structuring of Board activities' around °a cycle of---r-eview of major areas \

of their' responsibility. Together with the Executive Corilinittee which

may act for the between meetings, there are three standing

;5
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committees -- Development,% Business Affairs, and Education. Each

of the-se Committees has the' special function once in eacil four-year

cycle of leading a Trustee,Workshop, held. in the summer and devoted

to a review in depth of progress and planning in its area of respgnsibility.

Thus the 1974 Workshop was focused on progress and 'planning .in t

area of Development, and the 1975 Workshop on Business" Affairs.

1976 Workshop will focus on,the Educational Program, and theN177

Workshop on Administration and the Executive Office.

Emphasis was given to the usefulness of this cycle' of review

hot only in organizing the work of the Board of Trustees and_assu ing

a regular review of all aspects of the College, but also in scheduling

the staff work anki preparation of evaluations,. anatyses,, reports, and

projections for the use__of the Board in its Workshops:,

Involvement of Facultt and Students

Summary of remarks by Dr. A. J. Carlson

Dr. Carlson emphasized that in effecting a comprehensive change

in academic approach throughout a college it becomes necessary toy

develop a spirit of cooperation and involvement among all segments of

irthe campus com unity -- trustees, administiation, .faculty,--and staff,'
, -

-
and students. -Although Austin,College had-tried a Variety.ofstrategies

for- developing this spirit during previous years, the present_ strategy

developed most directly out of the 1970-71 effortcalled OPENS (Operation.;

53
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/
Planning Educational Next Steps).

e

At the beginning of the OPENS Process, four t sk forces were

established involving' faculty, students, and administr tors, mixing

them in an alignment differing from traditional committee assignments.

These task forces were designated "Committees of t e Future" and they

were largely\respOnst...ible for developing the oti es that finally emerged

in the IDEAS curriculum legislated by the facult

Implementation of the IDEAS curricul\in then becatne the major

objective of the Total Institutional project (1972-76), partly funded by

NEH and NSF. A Project Office was established with a Director, Coordi-

nator, and ap ropriate staff. Back-up support was provided through

three Resour e Service Units -- Educational ResourCes, Interactive'

Computing, d Developinent Research and Evaluation.

A mai r force in the Total Institutional Project consisted of a

series of six week'Summer Resource Laboratories (one each summer).
/-- .

Each Laboratory involved about 40 sta,ents and 60 faculty members.

'working on curricular organization,, course syllabi, teaching/learning

methods, educational resources. An Advisory Panel of outside educators

and consultants was appointed and biought into service. The 1405th anniver-

sary 04#-the college coincidently fell within this period; so the administration

appointed a Committee of 125, drawn from scholars and educators in

other institutions and from constituency groups. This Committee spent

more than a year in evaluation of the ,various, aciclemic units within Austin

College.
a

t

d

1
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The Notion of Partnership .

"The interaction in the Summer Resource Laboratories on both

curricular and co-curricular plans, it .seems to me, went ver,y far in

creating a climate which involved at lelist three elements that-lead

toward Our notion of partnership or cooperati9n, " Dr. -Carlson said.

He described these ele' ents as follows: .
Enri htened sel terest: The Project Director, Dr. Frank

Edwards',' believed fir ly that if a faculty member could see that some'

of the new ideas were the faculty's best interest, these changipg task.

and roles would be rendered acceptable. Certainly, individuals still

look to their organization (or institution)'for a sense of their defined

roles and their personal identity amidst continued changes; and thus they

are relieved of anxious uncertainty. By inference Dr. Carlson intimated

that the same reasoning would apply in winning student support.

More sharply defined institutional needs as determinants of the

academic, curriculum and academic calendar: Clearly undefirtoodneeds

tend to make responsive changes seem reasonable and necessary.
. _

Governance and management of the college that seem responsive

(fo change and fair in,tlke distribution of the burdens of change_; Achievement

of this fair distribution, Dr. Carlson emphasized, is a difficult task.
. ,

"Anyone who has begun to add up the amount of direct involvement by

fatuity in departmental courses, core.programs, mentor advising roles;.
is immediately strrIck by the potential faculty workload problem, " he said.

53



Dr. Carlsan displayed to his audience an example work-load

matrix desigd'such as is filled out for each member of the Austin College

faculty. Thevork-load'is measured in terms of "building blocks,-" with

,a block for each significant assignment. For example, the matrix sheet-.

of a specific faculty member will shovi a basic "block" to indicate res-
.,

ponsibility to the major academic department as a teacher: Another

block will indicate the faculty memberrs participation in a core or inter-

disciplinary course, another if the faculty0ember is charged with ,

direction of a special program, anofher showing the extent of the teacher's

mentor obligations, and othersfrom a long list of potential assignments.

"You .are always amazed, sometimes awestruck, by the number of things

that faculty members do, " Dr: Carlson said. Each fa,cultimember's

matrix workload is examined by deans and other administrators in in

effort to bring about a fair distribution of the burdens. With the finaricial

aid of the Kellogg Foundation, .and through interaction in developing and .

using the work -loa'd matrix, Austin College for the past three years has
.00

been attempting to develop a Progrim Management System.

1,

Mbving Ahead: What Comes after the Vaal Institutional Project?

During 1975-76 all the Prograrri Directors in Austin College --

that is directors Of all academic units -- have been requested to submit

a Program Management Statement, asking for perspectives of their.

programs for the past five years: (I) What are the critical changes
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that have taken plebe in the program unit during the.life of the rotal

Institutional Project? (2) The,goals or criticatconcerns fOr what should

be ahead in the program? (3) The resources the program director is

going to need? (4) What priorities does he or she place on emerging
,

developments in' the next .five years? What time table do they foresee

in achieving the various goals? The Program Director, with his faculty

and program shariiig, committee, are asked to xpress these ideas in

the _terms that are tnost comfortable to them, rather than thrpugh tilling

out a uniform and prescribed form.

A Self-Study of Austin College, conducted'as an alternative approach

to the traditional self - study - required by.the South rn Association, is being

prepared. The Southern. Association opened the po sibility for an institution.

to propose a non-traditional self-study; and:Austin ollege made such a

proposal. The Total Institutiaonal Project'and the rep its emerging from

it will constitute a significant dart of this self- study. lready nearly

forty i'eflorts have been received frOm Program Directo s,.and more will,
* -`

-be fotthcoming.- The Self-Study analysis, with intiodfictor materials
...,,)

added, will bepresented to a Southern Association visitiniteam next fall

to complete a 'non-traditional self-study.

In June. \1976. the Education Committee of the Board of Trustees

will conduct a trU`stee workshop on the topic of edtication. This workshop

will coacentrate on study of the landings of the Total Institutional, Projeit
.

ani the proposals grooming out of that enterprise. .

57
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As one of the outgrowths of the. Total Institutional Project, we

look forward to the completed installation of the Program Management

System, hoping that this system will provide the incentive for a continuous

Process of what we are calling "Self-Renewal."

Career Development Program

Summary of remarks by Dr. Dan T. Eedsole

Any college which' embark on pervasive change needs to consider
-- .

the impact such change will have on its faculty and staff., We tried to

anticipate this impact. I think we really didn't anticipate adequately, but

we are certainly trying now to respond to the need. Before installing our

new educational'program, back in January 1972, we set up an advisory

committee of twelve faculty members. After an extended period of dis-

cussions there evolved our present Career Development Program.

The Career Development Program at Austin College involves the

entire faculty and administrative staff. Each person is required to work

out and attain approval for a carefully considered long-range, career

development plan. The individual then is expected to conscientiously foltow
.

that plan, revising it as needed, throughout his service at Austin Coll ge.

For the faculty member this plan meads that each teacher, whither

tenured or not, works out at foug-year intervals a pegotiated statement

of career plans and aspirations for continued professic;nal development,

with emphasis on his creative role as an effective teacher and faculty

-member during the five-year period ahead. This plan requires careful
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analysis of one's roles and responsibilities, as well as professional

status. It necessitates the estab/ishrnent f long - rangeland intermediate

goal's, and the projection of

Career Development proces

steps toward their accomplishment. The
-

s is individualized and thus need not be

the same for any two persons.

A key peison in this process is the Area Chairman, who typically

serves as career development advisor for the individual faculty member

teaching within the 'chairman's academic area. Chairman and faculty

member sit down together at least once a year to consider the faculty

member's situation, aspirations, types of programs in which he or she

is particularly interested, possible avenues for self-renewal that may be

opened for that faculty member.,

WOrking with the system, -also, is Dr. Virginia Love, who has

been appointed to a position called Faculty Career Planning Counselor.

We thought it important to have a person outside the administrative chain

who could talk*with faculty members on a confidential basis, who could

advise them and be attentive to their concerns. In Dr. Love we have a

person who is very sensitive to personal communication and mid-career crises.

She also keeps informed-about various opportunities for self .'renewal.

Implicit in the process is the commitment of the College td support

self-renewal efforts on the part of the faculty memberto the limits that.
such support can be Mustered. When a faciilty has beta heivily involved

in the burdens of change, as ours have, it is mportant to provide for

-59-
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study leaves and sabbaticals which are planned so that individuals can

be renewed in their 4isciplines and teaching fields, a-nd can do things

which make then; more creatiTe. We want to support research., writing

. and publicatiori, Acuity exchanges, and various types of creative activities

such as attendance at conferences, workshops, institutes, training courses,

and visits to other colleges and universities.

We save found that short-term leaves are often more satisfactory

to our faculty than longer sabbaticals. It is often difficult to take a

semester or longer away from local situations, family, home. But often

ia faculty membet can fruitfully use a seven-week period in the fall pr

spring, or a whole summer. In other words we are trying to adjust the.

time period to the best convenience of the faculty member. We have been

able to secure financial support in the amount of $50, 000 per year for 'special

underwriting of individual self-renewal through this process.
/The Career Development Program, pbviously, is a part of a reward

structure. We seek to emphasize that rewards are not cust in terms of

promotion in "rank or salary.

You might ask: How id the process working?

So fir about thitee-fourthsTof the faculty have developed long-range

career- plans and are updating, them periodically: Many -- including both
,

those who have completed a plan andthose 4116 are still struggling with

,one -- are doing thiEr sort of thing for the first time. Some find, it some-

What traumatic. But faculty in general have testified that they have found

the process beneficial. One.of the

60-

test benefits is in improvedcornthuni-
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cations between faculty members and administrative officials. We think

the program has gotten Off to a good start.

What We have Learned from Our Experiences

Summary of remarks by Dr. Moseley

In trying to pull all of this together and summarize what we have

'earned from our experiences, I am just going to list what might be

some elements of a total institutional ,approach to selfIrenewai. The

first is institutional commitment. If the Board Trustees, if the culty,

if the institution itself is not really ,committ d to undertake s an approaCh,

don't touch it. Second, you must have th Ind of leadep ip and structures

that really get the people involved i

responsibility and in learning w

ndling specific assignmedts of

s of working together. Thr:311 that

must come a creative climate hat builds trust and mutual concern -- to

really see the mutual concerns and to build trust with one another in the,

process. A cycle Of program and operatic al review - we haven't used

much the term "accountability" in this presentation, it's going abroad

in higher education a great deal.. If we have a cycle of program of review

for the Board of Tristees so that once every four yearb they lave looked

in detail at each part of it, that backs up -- that makes each of those

administrative units gel ready for the Board of Trustees.. 'Getting ready

to say what we've done and where we are and where we're going is more

important almost than what the Board does. It's not enough just to do

thit in the central administration but in each one of,,those programs --
tp

6 V-
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the building blocks that Jack Carlson was referring program analysis,

.6projections, and really a creative approach. How can we do this better?

What's happening in the field? All of the ideas that can be pulled together

there: And then we must recognize in all that is new that we are changing

as individuals individual renewal. We've talked a lot about the difficulty

of faculty renewal. Let me tell you sorne administrative renewal is pretty

tough, too. I have had to change my role as president. I'can't be the

kind of president I was when I first came here or even in mid-stres.m., So'

I have to change and that doesn't come easily. I am mott,syrnpathetic with

the whole problem, but it is a matter ofindividuals facing up to it. And

then..finally, it seems to me, outside assistance for self-renewal. We

had an Advisory Panel that was very helpful. We had a 125th Anniversary

Commission that looked over our shoulders.- We've had ail sorts of people

helping us. But I am sure that if we had had people who had gone through

Some of this, we could have shortened ottr time and been reassured that

the pain would sometime soon go away, and that we could get on with the

business and be happy about the result.

) a
A

,
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The Total Institutional Approach
10,

PARTICIPANfREACTIONS TO THE CASE STUDY P,RESENTATION

Following the presentations` by prs. Mo 'eley, Bedsole, and

Carlson, the participants were divided into fox groups on the topics of

(1) Governance and the Program Management System, (2) The Total

Institutional Approach to Self-Renewal, (3) Tile-Career Develcipment

Program, arid (4) The Process.of The Project and the tVse of Outside
1

Resources. These groups exchanged' questions and comments for about

thirty minutes and then each participant shifted to a different topical
.group for another thirty minutes before coming,back together in general

session. Mrs. Edith W.-Seashore, newly appointed President of the

National Training Laboratory and a meTnber of.the Advisory Panel of

the Austin College Project, visited a ong the various groups and, after-

ward presented a report of some highli hts of Oestopical group dis-
-

cussionsand her reflections' an the enti e conference.

Resort of Interaction on Instituti al Self-Renewal
,

Surnrnarrof remarks'ly Mrs. Edith W. Se.ashore

First, I would like to say a few word= about this, morning's

discussion and some of your reactibna to it.

61

The first reaction was "Telbus about' rogram Management again --

and about Program Directors and abut Progr-
6 . a

nci.---847 to .fully understand the n_evegotornance

in half a4-hour. It realty,. does make sense,. bu
.

It is an attempt to give more of thi, oretip

rri Executives.," There is

nd manigernent structure

it is an inrived procest--.

les for the running of the

1V-
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college pv3grarns directly to the faculty in those programs and to insure

,continued self-renewal; and it is difficult to get it underway. .The goals

and directions of the system -- and the fact that Austin College is working

hard at getting it underway these are what most of us will remember

:bout the Firograrri Management System.

Self-Renewal.. The queAion that was asked of John Moseley

several times is, ."Where does it start?" ;That is a hard question to

answer. Some say that it starts with the Board of Trustees, some say

with the faculty. , Around-hefe, many people say that it starts with the.

Presidentt But there's. no question that there-.4 a great deal_of commit-
1111ment---- commitment from everybody and

.
we have seen that in these two

.

days. Recogfilzing that President Moseley sees.himself in a new role:.

fhe question 'was asked whether others perceived him that way., I think

that is one of the things he m eans 4.then1-e says that :he knows how' difficult

it is tochange. Its not Only to chang.eyour own way of bellaving, but
-

also td change other people's perceptions of your behavior. .A point thlt

was added by. the visitor's was thd.t communicating this project. effectively
.

s .
.,

. .

both internally and externa.11y is terribly
.

important. Of cbArse this-is
.-

. - ',. . ..
the beginning of dqingjust-that for' the externwil community.

,
..

-"" Career Development. There were a number of questions regard-
.

,

ing the faculty coordinatoF for Career Development_ She is tra ed as.

a psyChologist and ivsp-to-date an grants, special, studies,
. -

nd activities

like that. Career Development seems to have captured the interest of

6 A
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some who are instituting, or thinking of instituting, this kind of program

in their own,colleges. -Another question that was asked was, "Can faculty

break out of what they are 'doing and go into

in their' career development?" I think that ma

a reality. That can happen with development,

-to be one of, the things that the faculty will coz

nh,ething quite different4

'turn out for some to be

and I think that is.going

e to see.

Project Processes and Outside Resour es. There Was a good

deal of discussion oaf the importance of the Surrjmer Resource LaboratOry
,

over the four-year period and the importance-of bringing consultants

into that laboratory to work with students, faculty, and administrators

all'at the s
.

e time. There was some conceirnabotit whether thatind

ofopportunity for- students and faculty to work together and 'to work with .
.

outside,consultants 'would be continued. Another question that was asked
-

was fa was the Advisory Panel kept inform,ed.antlhow often did they
, .

meet?" We Met twice a year fbr three years, and we were kept extensively
,

inforthed. We %trete prepared for each meeting as though we were coming
.

,

to2.a. site visit. From time to time, Most of us also dropped in between,
.

. ."rneetinga to spina some time on campus to follow the activities of the
..,..

.. .. ,

campu s that had taken on a specialinterest forus. An in my case, the
, : -. _- .

Summer Ittiource 'Laboratory-and. Program Management are the two ;let
- \.. -.. . .., .

. : Ipicked up as of particular interest-to me.

.1

That is a very brief capsule of some of the questiOns you have .

.

sked. And in the context/ of sonic of the uestions, I tried to give Very

brief an veers to a few of.tfiem.
f l

I hope that they will stiMulatte you to'

63
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continue to ask questions and to look for answers.

- Now a few words'about the past two clays. The first thing that

came to my mind is that'we have had a wonderful time, r think it is

importa'nt to be able to say that about a conference. In many Ways, it

- has s all been quite extraordinary. Imagine' sending out 200 invitations

and having 150 guests arrive! Especially with our schedules and this

time of the year! Imagine even being so excited and committed in what

you're into that you can invite top educators to come look at it. And, then

imagine most of all keeping all of us on schedule for two,'t'hole days.

That is a tribute both to the organization of the conference, and also to

the cooperation of all of us and probably our wanting to be where all the

action was at the right time.

Most of those of you with whom I spoke have been both elated and

frustrated -- you-have been, elated becau3e of the stimulating company

you have enjoyed and from, being so royally entertained. But you have

been friistrated, aq I have been,not to have had more time to pursue

some of the details and issues around the Austin College program and

not to have. been ible to share with others some of your own innovations.

That is often the problem of a_ two-day conference. I have also discovered

That it is the problem of a ,5-.day conference,or a 2-week conference. So

those kinds of frustrations are where we gefierally leave experien,ces like

"these: the-tirne.you get to the end, you realize what you would have

really liked to have known, and wish that that had come -at the beginning,
_

Bid as I listened.lo oday's session, ittseemed-to me that it was coming
0

r's
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at the right time. I was able to understand better where the pieces fell,
.

having struggled with them earlier.

I think that this should be the start of many *lore ,conferences

w ere an insTyution can stimulate our thoughts as to the way we look

at how we are doing things -- and possibly consider our own self-renewal.

We are all into a process which continues. Even though many are ex-

hausted here at Austin, ,I know that they,_ too, believe they are into a

process -- that they will continue to evaluate and I hopewill continue to

change. We actually don't live with problems that can be solved these

days, ibut we live with predicaments that have to constantly be dealt with.
.

r.And that is a different way toJook at the kinds of questions we've raised.

They aren't even questions in some ways -- they are predicaments that
.

we all-face. The 'experience dealing with thoie predicaments through

the process that Austin College has been into is one of the things that they

haye wanted to, communicate to you during these two days.

What I would like to do now is som,ething we haven,'t done,enough

of during this conference, but we don't want to leave without having a

chance to do that -- and that is to hear from some of the rest of you. 'To

take a few minutes to have you share with us some of your reactions to

the conference, some of the questions you aye still left with, and-also,

xery importantly, ways in which Austin College can continue this coopera-

tive ventuie, sharing what it ha's been into these last four years. There
o

are,all sorts of ways of disseminating information -- tnany,of them most
0

ineffective. If you have any ways that you know of that would be more

-6 7
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1

4

exciting and ways in which Austin College,Can continue td'cooPerate

with you, we ' certainly would like to hear them. So let's get some

comments from you.

* * *

Participant responSes in the generalsessi,op were quite varied

within the range suggested by Mrs. Seashore. A number of participants

endorsed the idea of further conferences for interinstitutional sharing.
with Several eimphasizing the desire to losk 4fother institutional case

-"t

studies. Some suggested that further such,conferences might be most

useful if there ware less variety in the kinds of institutions represented.

Some sy gested that'confer'ences involving institutional teams of faculty,

students, and administrators might be especially helpful.

Among the topics identified for special attentien in such coterences

were (1) planning b. n d staffing interdisciplinary studies, (2) ways of

selecting and educating members df governing boards, (3) ways of

measuring what students actually get from their college experiences,

(4) recdnsidering the scope of what is credited as legitiMate college

experience, (5) prograbis for fatuity development including faulty

exchange, (6) ways of understandinvnld quantifying the elements of

facility work-load (7) waysiofsimplif ng the handling of management

data, and .ways of evaluating what 4ifferent institutions are doing in

terms of their different institutional rtlies and missions.
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THE F E ROVIE OF LIBERAL AMTS COLLEGES

Summdilry of remarks by Dt. Lanclziin R. Bolling
r.

"I would like to proac-h the topic pf the future of liberal

arts colleges on the basis of the rather sObe'r judgment that wedo

not know what the future of the liberal arts college is, and as of

now, we cannot know."

On that kind of be inning, therefore, it seems best to approach

the subject by e ing the functions ind t eh ----.1ties of the sma'N liberal

arts college as it has operated in the past and as it perates today,.

By skdoing we can seek to determine whether these functions and. ,

values are important ei:.;.;;411-..i.p an ongoing significant. way to justify

the survival of the liberal arte col ges in the futurel

Some functions of the liVeral arts college, evert though well

carried out, seem not distinCtive enough to form the basis alone

. . for future continuance.
r---.,

"Ail conveyors of information ann \skills, as producers of
. .

, *. , .,baccalaureate degreee,these.colleges are useful components of the

overall - education economy:! .,, Yet the great expansioir-rd the state-.. -

asupportecl.in titutions.of highei-learning xrow seltmrgly overbuilt

. in soine parts of the country --- can provide this information and

s ills.,conveya:nce. "lithe chief 'rationale for the small, private.;

liberal arts collbge rests upon.'the assertion that it'can dO better

work of information dissemination than can the state wiiveraities,
4

!' *.r
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.then its future is dark indeed. "

In terms, of cost efficiency the small liberal arts ,college,

I believe, would show up better than many 'expect; yet the basis

for survival cannot be built upon producing course credits at lower

unit costs than public institutions.

"Nor should the liberal arts colleges be too sure about

building their case for the future on claims about being more

imaginative, more innovagve in educational methodology. " Some

of the most creative educational experimentation in America is

going on atsome of the community colleges.
-411

\'The future of-the liberal qrts colleges, I believe; is related

primarily to their effectiveness in fdifillifig the ancient compre naive
.

' mission of liberal education. That mission will remain important
I .

.

antl,will become- even more important as the years move ahead,. ".
I_

Whats that mission?

First, thatmission has to do with liberating the individual

from certain burdens, certain restraint, certain fears that must be

overcome if an indiVidual is to 1:;ecome'a free and responsible person..
"A truly liberating ed7ation will help the individual tO;discoyer

1 "
1

.t'
that the world does' not re.volviaroutid me, that I cannot control it

4 .,
or manipulate it to suit my private purposea, that I must accept 1

---:

t
-

certain givens in the universh, that Imust come to terms with my
-

own finitude. "1, The study. ogliteratUre and philosophy, religion,
&

7 0
.
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physics, history and economics, these and other disciPlines help

us toovercome some of the burdens of our innliegocentriCit}r. A

liberating, educatfon should also help the individual to affirm his/her

personhood, to discover glimpses of one's own human potential,

A liberating education is one that frees the individual from

earthboundness. It stimulates a sense of wonder and awe about the

whole universe. Thus the liberal education must create a sustained

inteiest in both the sciences and the humanities so that we all come

to have some apation in the intricate patterns, vast desigri,

complex processes, the ongoing evolutionary.thrust of the universe.
.

"A truly liberating-education is one which is infused with a

sense of values." It should lead-an individual to commit himself or

herself to values that transcend personal appetites, personagoacquisi,-

tiveness, personal ambition, personal desire for power.

"I do believe that the future of the,liberal arti colleges depenils

upon their being able to articulate and to fulfill significantly a functi n
r

of helping students to come to terms with the great ultimate issues of

life. "

How do we deal with values effectively and creatively? It is

done, I think, on the basis of two kinds of approaches -- (1) through

the willingness ere teachers, administrators -- older folk -- to (share.
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openly with, younger people their own searches, their own bewilderment'

their own sense of the need-for clear purpose and affirmation of value;
,



and (2) through the way we liye, through eicample, 'to communicate to

others what our values really mean to us. Values are caught by

contagion, not by exhortation.

"How does a college go about dealing with these challenges.

responsibly? I have a few personal ideas -- biases, perhaps -- I
4

share them with you without apology{ "

If a college is to take seriously this task of communicating

a values, one of its great responsibilities is to stay small. It is very

difficult to keep big institutions honest, and to keep them human. A

hunger exists in so many people to break out of the. superficialities

'of our daily existence, to be oneself, Open, 'honest. vulnerable: In .

a small community and a caring community -- such as a small

liberal arts college may be 7- this objective can best be accomplished.-

The small libera ts college -- to survive -- must.be the kind

of institution-that is concerned to maintain and "strength n the sense of

and the experience of community. "The corporate life. of, the campus

community is vital to the success of thisenterprise. " Among the deep

hutnan yearnings are to feel that you are a part of 'something, that

-77'something

is an .ongoing enterprise, and that what the enterprise

is doing is worthwhile. This .sense ofcommunity emerges best where

faculty and students work together, often even in menial tasks essential

to the community. To the individual, student; this experience of

. developing strong personal relationshipS'in this growing sense of

4
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. community prepares him to feel more secure as he enters die

hurly -burly outer world.

Experiences are worthwhile that get faculty and

students out into the community -- work-study pro ms, field

social services, foreign travel. The linkage between the campus

and the outer world is tremendously important as a part of the

student' education.
d

* * *

What has been said is this: 0
. Though the future of liberal arts colleges cannot be

precisely foreseen, the most promising avenue for survival is the

continued fu,rnent of the comprehensive mission of liberal education. "'

This mission has to do with liberating the individuals

from an egocentric approach to the world, stirring within the individual

a sense of awarettees and awe about the universe, enabling the individual

to evolve a senseof values,

The college may best fulfill this mission by remaining

small, by strengthening the sense of a ,community oterharing and caring,

and by relating the outer world and the campus in a meaningful way.

Thus we perceive that the small college ought to think seriously
. -

about how it cultivates a style ofslife. "Most of us on liberal arts college

campuses, or any kind of college campus, will never really over the

long run be able to maintain the kind of material life we wouldiike to
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become accustomed to. We are going to have to find ways to simpli

the job that we do, -- to reduce our demands." ...._.This does not mean
---...

I am asking that salart1rs be cut; but rather that we look honestly at. , ..
: .

.

'how we mayvirjetpplify the job that we do, and that we do not create .s

unlimited expectations on how we will become ore plush and richer

year by year. Within this style of life, also, it is important that we

challenge each other about questions of value, that we strive to avoid

pretenses and pious platitudes, that we recognize the right of the young

to challenge the older generation about their inherited values, but

that the faculty preserve the right to challenge unwarranted assumptions.

"I 11874 particular sense of commitment to the maintenance of.

4i4the smaI ig te liberal arts college. If it really does its job, if

it manages itsaffairs with responsibility and frugality, if it has clearly

in mind what its central purpose is. Aid if it works like' hell, I am

convinced it will survive-with di.stinction."

e

it
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PART HI - SUMMARY OF 'PARTICIPANT RESPONSES

The Invitational Conference e,ngaged the participation of a large

and varied group of distinguished edutators, as shown in the list of

participa s in this section. The structure of the Confe,rence was

intended to simulate as well as to guide their active participation. This

section of the report is fooused on the reactions and rgponses of the

participants, summarized from two different sources: through the

leadership of the twelve small discussion groups that met during the

morning and afternoon of Friday, March 26, and through written responses

to questionnaires.

Participant Reactions in Discussion Groups

The largest portion of one full day of the conference was spent in

two sessions of .small discussion groups which focused on changing tasks

and first for students and then for faculty. Each discussion period

follovied a group presentation on how Austin had dealt with these issues

in their total institutionak project. Conference participants were divided

into groups ranging in size fr.om seven to twelve and composed of repre-

sentatives from like institutions, i. e. liberal arts colleges, private

universities, public colleges and universities; and agencies and organiza-

dons, such as consortia, federal offices and national boards or projects,.

&pervading reaction discernable across all the groups was a strong

a
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sense of gratitude to Austin College for its willingness to share openly
-

the lessons learned and the progress made in dealing with the develop-
.

ment of a new program over the past five years. There was general

excitement about the conference being built around the type of case study

presented by Austin. Another general reaction discernable throughout

the discussion groups was the realization that Austin has not solved all

the problems or arrived at dramatic new insig.hts.unheard of elsewhere.

On the contrary, a good bit,of discussion centered around the point that

Austin College may not be so vel.y different from many other places,

except for the fact that program development had been dealt with in a

total Systematic way. Discussions indicated that conferees were getting

new ideas to t take back home and w erd gaining new insights into changing

circumstances and crucial questions to be asked.

Throughout the day discussants seemed to remain preoccupied' with

the questions of transferenbe to their own settings. There were constant

probing.questions addressed to the Austin resource persons specifically

about institutional characteristics and the sense of community that seems
4-

to exist at Austin. The concern for m6st participants' was whether similar

; new developments can be.achieved in other settings, particularly where

size and circumstances inhibit, the development of a close-knit residential

community. In other words the question still being asked at the close of

discussions was, "Will this kind of program work vlith.a more heterogeneous

student and faculty g;oup?"
. \N

N
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.. .
.Focus on Students

, The opening discussion period focused on the ,conference theme

as it related to students, but most of the groups Megan by questioning'-

whether there are new tasks and roles for student! or 'whether, instead,
..

-
1 _we are seeing a shifting emphasis on moving stude\fits from passive to.

active learnerb. This speculation caused nearly'll the groups to begin

. with a discussion of faculty,roles and .to deal with the question of 'how

to help or prod faculty to change so that they can work yaore succedsfully

with today's `students and this changing emphasis.,

Whether they thought it was .a new task and role, or merely a

shifting emphasis, most groups seemed to agree that,the majoi new
.

consideration about today's students is their appaient 4esiretto be more

.7 active participaiits in d ecision making regarding their n lives and their

own education. The discussions centered around the poiit that today's

,students want and need the experience assuming responsibility for

making their own choices. One group oncluded that greater. student

involvement in his or her own educati .j s perhaps the ptimary new

element/in higher educatiOn today.

The discussion 'groligeofelt that t,he Austin College program success-

fully involved students as active, se -directed, independent participants

to a great,extent because of the rong sense of community at Austin College,

and the specially des ntor program. These two elements were,'

`not seen as in u 11y inciep4indet,it, however. The mentor program doubtless
/-

bag a edeal to do with the existence of a strong sense of commun'it,y.

77
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But many participant4 seemed continually concerned about whethet the
. .

Austin program' wqrks because of special circumstances at this instiiu-
.

. tiori and if. so, whether such a program could succeed under other'
-

1 -

circumstances. Some of the questions asked, -for example were:

Does the, mentor program require ehomOg.eneous student
body? -Would it'work with a heterogeneous student body?:
(Several Austin officials maintained that the College has a,

,heterogeneous, not homogene'aus, student body. ) ,

Are there certain assumptions about readiness for the
mentor program? Does the program require students who
arg highly utotivated? Can it serve those,who have haoic
skills weaknesses? .

Can there be meaningful student involvement.at larget
institutions where a .sense of community is more difficult
to achieve?

.
A few participants wondered about the success of the Austin

prop-am, fol. example, in developing ,a genuine sense of community' and

'societal responsibility in view of the great emphasis placed on the

individual. Some. woAdered if students were l'Ooki,glinore closely at

their own values, or at Austin's values Otiters were concerned with the'

question of evaluation, especially evaluation of student outcomes, and

,suggested the need for hard evidence to indicate how well the Austin
-

College program has succeeded,

Finally, a number of the discussions dealt with concerns about
- 7

focusing too much on new tasks and roles for students to the possible

detriment of the traditional liberal arts. Some felt that students who are

more career oriented today confuse the deed for work skills with a

78
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rejection of liberal learning. One group suggested that there" is a
0

. . t.need- f_ colleges to define liberal education more carefully and to
4 . ,,point oust its zelevance and importance to future vocational and leiSure'

1

pursuits. This group felt it important that colleges not lose sight of

..J their own integrity in adapting to current conceptions'uf changing

.

students' learning tasks and roles.. They suggested also- thatin reality

:17

the real change has been in the process and in the setting in which tasks,.
and roles must be perforMed.

Focus on VCulty

*Group cli`ScUssions about facility generally revolved aroundthe/

point that the Austin Collegeolaculty member's role is now vastly different

from the traditional faculty role.. This was recognized because the
,,Austin curricultim is so directed to etudentrieed-s and because this- ex-.

peritrice demands 'and cultivates increased -student pa

ongoing educational ptpgram. Discussion group- bers concluded that

the ch aracteristic diffeience in role, results Jr -the, fact that the Austin
t

faculty member bears a large"institutional res onsibirriy'along with the
, .`' a " I

icipation in the

traditional disciplinary responsibility. As one gioup stated it,' the Austin
.progranyrequires the faculty to becorile-more person-centered than

. discipline centered. ,

Another group suggested that sine tie traditional academic model- ' ,.
if.: -

ofpreparation for gtidUate study is not so' critical, for said nts,today,
j *

. ,

. . . tr- ,--
we need -to ,rethink the outcomes Ofthe educational proce`Ss'and especially ,,

' .
.

if
7 .0
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dd,ress the question, ''What is undergraduate education for in today's
;

.1 , J 'a

World?" This rethinking and redesigning of purposes, will require a

new set of faculty One group proposed that faculty will need

more diagnostic ski,14,4nd ahilities; faculty 'must be more adept at

distinguishing individpal differences and designing educttion programs (

to respond to different learning needs. More personal relationship_witi

students seems a major element in the role expectations for faculty in

the seventies. But close relationships pose coi:licts with the necessity

for grading students; the tension be being a friend and being a judge

will have to be resolved, Facu ty will be equired also to have an

increased awareness of psy.chological nee s of students as students

enter the learning proceelss.-

.1These perceptions of new tasks and roles for faculty caused -

participants to raise a number of questions and concerns; The first and

foremost on most participants' minds seemed to be how can institutions

assist or encourage faculty tochange from their traditional/ roles. to the

newer roles? The Austin College summer resource lab program was

recognized as a major element for this institution, but how does an

institution With more limited financial re9urces accomplish the same
. . .

task was a question repeai6d in several groups. An effective faculty
, . .

.,-reward and revaluation system was seen by seyeral?discussion groups_as

important for stimulating facUlty developm.ent: Austin's Career Develop-
.

ment Progranrwad considered a good example fqr fulfilling this need.

The issue of evaluating new faculty roles seemed to.be of particular

'80
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concern to several isarticipants. It was felt that traditional models of

scholarly evaluation would not be appropriate in a setting such as Austin's,

One group was concerned with the relationship between faculty evaluation

4 aid fatuity development anclwanted to explore the question of how an

eval tion system can be used to stimulate development.

Another major point of discussion focused on,the implications

for a faculty member's professional career when working in an innolittive

program such as Austin's. One of the reactions was to qttestion whethef

a faculty- member could successfully move from Austin College, 'especially

if he or she has developed a set of new interpersonal relationship skills

to,the neglect of traditional pursuits of research arid publication. Is it

fair, asked another group, to make demands on younger faculty to parti-

cipate in programa which are-outside their area of professional competence

when they probably will not be given tenure and thusmay be out in the job

Market in the near future?
r*'

Another reaction that caused a great deal of group discussion

was the reilization of the enormous amount of time and effort required

of faculty to accomplish such an undertaking as the Austin project. Group

discussants recognized that major change has an effect on faculty morale,

family relationships and physical well-being and concluded, that appropriate

/compensations to offset,these effects need to be built-into such an effort.

Overall, participants in the discussion groups iseemed quite

favorably impressed with faculty attitudes, morale, and the degree of

.change and development that has taken place at Austin. Their questions

_81
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reflected the problems they thought would,arise if similar efforts were

attempted at their-own institutions. The conference clearly had an

impact on participants; they were constantly probing for answers to

their own n1.6131=-15 and seeking information on how these prablems

Were dealt with in Austin's Total Institutional Project. Discussion in

the groups continually indicated a favorable reaction to what has been

done at Austin College and to the value of using this development as a

case study for broader implications.

Respons'es to Participant Questionnaires

All of the Participants in the Invitational Conference were asked
, .

to complete two'questionnaires -- one prepared by the Southern, Regional

Education Board as an acid in assessing the effectiveness of the Conference

-and in guiding the planning of-further conferences, and a more extensive

set of work sheets prepared by Austin College for notations throughout

the Conference. The variations in marking these qbestionnaires and the

open-endedness of most of the questions make a statistical summary of

responses unduly complex if not utterly useless, but tin following riirrative
4*

,. te

summary may prove useful both to those who attended the:Conferee-ice and

to others wlio are interested in the' issur it was deSigned to address.

Student Tasks and soles

Many *participants envisioned an inarease in student responsibility

for their own ed4ation, though vale were pessimistic abolit how broadl

0
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this deitirabliend-may be-achie.,4c1.- Student self=directionis, in-thef-._,, .
words of one, respondent, an " a vi e tito m e burden. " Although many- ,

Ok "

expected students to become more self-directed on the average, some
, . . . / . -.. ..made it clear that this development would be related to increasing . enroll-

.

ment of somewhat older students. Pne respond4nt anticipated increased

student resistance tothe attempt to elicit self-direction, another .

7
.13 uggested that 'perhaps onlrthe elite can become self directed, and yet

,
another envisiOned.a widening of.thg. gap, between the moti'veieed.and .

=motivated student.
° "

Respondents also expected 'even more varied student backgrounds

P-----.""and routes to degrees, with More students outside the traditional four-

year track, In some instances this expectation waligassociated with a
.

continuing 1ntereat in vocational expextences; 4rid in others with ,need

for better sys ems of eddcational evaluation and of institutional ccdunt-
.

ability. Undergraduate r earch, non-classroomnearning, and student

spaiiicipation in ineititutiona ernance were also expected to increase.
.

- ,
'Also, many cesponaents e ptigisized the future-students' p obable

. ' . . . . .. ---...._
. .

.. interest in a supportfve insti onal community involving shared values-
(,. ,..t P -. /

- among its memti$rs and a c , cern. for,-te development of the wholeperson.
,) \ -

,
,

t And to some the relationship between students an .their faculty adviserst-, s
. . 4.were seen as critically relat the values of the co uuniiy, to'the

..;

character of tile' institution, and t gtitutio sense t&ssion.
-.......

.40

. . .- ., -..
Widely differing Mstitiltions were oned for the Ai re of

.
.

higher education, along with a sharp increase the needfor i stitutions
414 . a.

.4

to defifietheir missions tlearly and t reflect thest
40 .

low
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recruitmentrecruitm,ent and selection of students. Some pointed out potential dangers

in misleading students about ttke mission, program, style, and effective-

ness of the institution. OnFterharked that "students expecting teacher-.
2 -

centered work may neject student-centered courses," Another refleoted

a wide-spread concern for the issue of "vocationalism" in-the comment
c .

that students "must be made to realize that the primary purpose ofi dr ..
.

-under aduate ecivatlon is not to make themnmarketable. "1 Another
.. ._ . .

: / *.

emphasized he nee for utter Candor concerning the range of decision -

4making open to students if they are to become self-directing,-

Onof the emphases among the responses about student roles

in the fulure had to do wiii the importance of faculty adjustment to

changing demands and circumstances. Although the questionnaire provided

special opportui.ity fox' commentincz on faculty change separately, quite

a number of respondents say, fitto.raise the issue in the place for comments

on student role4.. As one respondent pia 't,."Faculty change it the k,e5r-

to student change.",

The clearly dominant theme in the expression of pridrities for
, r.

4,

further work regarding student tasks and roles was the need for "longi-

tudinal -evaluation, `4' revaluation in :lei3t1i," for "assessment of
.

affective and cognitive learning," and the like. Some respondents expli-

citly related 'his need for evaluation to the role and fttnction of the,institu-..

tion and to its relationships ovitic students, parents, legislatures, and
'

other supportive ccmstituencies.

b
ti
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Concerning The Austin College "case. study" used to prompt the

discussions, the focus of response was on the. broaS-scale planning

and 'advising system in the program titled "Individual'Delielopment" in

which each student is assigned a faculty 'mentor. " Several respondents

indicated that their institutions had begun similar programs to broaden
._

the scope-of student-faculty rillationships. :Some questioned the feasibility

of such a program in the*P institutions because of its effect on faculty

load, and some saw this effect eventuating in higher instructional costs.

In general, the responses were positive, but with quite a number of mis-
e

givings about any possible attempts to replicate this program at institutions

that are larger or not so predominately residential.

Faculty Tasks and Roles

In projecting what challenges the future holds for faculty, the

Conference participants ntified a variety of issues affecting faculty

status, skills, roles, and needs. Tke preponderance of testimony was

that changes are not only inevitable but ar already and ay. Some

emphasized the need for faculty to focus more sharply on effective

83

teaching with increasing attention to what one respondent called "facilitation\
of learning rather than dispensing of information" (respondent's underlining).

4Others saw the teaching f ction as best served through the faculty's olitm

"lifelong quest for knowledge" - apparently as role-Tnodel influence.

Still others saw research on frontiers of knowledge as the most ,

essential function of 'tlfe faculty in the future as well as the present and
, ;

past. Some identified burgeoning mapfj rial responsibilities, evaluation
1 __ _
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accountability, and related paperwork as a distraction from teaching

effectiveness, whereas others viewed the expected increases in

attention to management and accountability as promising a positiVe

effect on teaching.

4

Several respondents commented on a critical 'need forlop.dership
2.1

td point the directions of faculty change and to foster aeoc'<ciperative

interchange among faculty =J.-ranging in iti,pe from intradepartmental

cooperation to inter-institutional exchange. Among the responses to the

questionnaire there was no clear and clVect prediction that the faculty

of the future would be more amenable to change, but there were q to a

number of indications that the future would create a demand that faculty

become more open to new procedures and more willing to learn from

each other -- and, in the comments of some respondents, that faculty

accept a new status in their institutions.

A large number of respondents ,expressed concern abOut the future

relationships between the faculty and -their institutions. On the one hard,

there were indications that the faculty must become more stent on

"determining the academic stance of the institu , " that institutions

will need to give more ''professional recog tion" to faculty to foster a

"self-image as other than employelit" In this regard, there were

warnings that the "bureaucracy of institutions" must be minimized and
. ' It 4

that-emphasis must'be given,to the functions of the collective faculty in
. ,

"preserving the liberal art-el.'! On'the other hand, a few respondents saw:

86



. as primary the faculty role as managers of the learning, environment,

yth one respondent identifying the academic manager'as "tlie real

professional."

One of the special skills identified as need y the faculty of

to future was effectiveness in career advising, re ated in some

instances to the expectation that even among liberal, artscolleges there

would be a persistent interest in direct preparation for careeivio As

with most other topics of comment, this expectation was not shared by

all respondenti. But there was a broadly based expectation that the

projected further diversification of institutions would demand adjustments

in4the faculty reward structure to reflect more accurately the mission

C_)of the particular institution, and a sharing of responsibility for faculty

development between the-individual faculty_and their institutions. In this

connection and in oth rs as well, there was in some responses a, prediction

that faculty would be c lied upon to undertake a more direct role in public

relations, even to "sell" theinselves and their institutions .to a society

increasingly reluctant to be convinced of the values of higher education.
.

And with all these new demands on the faculty,one respondent raised
eft

the question of whether or not such demands will diminish the glilersity

among ,the professoriate.

Among the respondents` priorities for further work concerning

85 I

faculty tasks and roles, the most frequently mentioned concern was an

apparent conflict of demands between participation in interdisciplinary ,*

I
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endeavors on the .one hand, and maintaining professional status in one's

own disciplin on the other hand. The workload 'issue was also reflected

in other-Ways. Sortie respondents questioned the possibility of main-

taining tht-"freshness".of faculty involved in heavy work loads. and
*it

some indicated a need for assessing the-costs -to instructional-programs

of t i heavy involvement of teaching faculty either in traditional systems-,

of curritular legislation or in less traditional managerial functions. An

expressied priority apparently related to faculty load and freshness was

the exploration of ways to maintain the vitality of piograms once special

funds for developing them had been exhausted.

Some respondents put a high priorityon the development -of

"reasonable approaches to productivi data, " ways to change faculty

attitudes, ''ways to involve established faculty," i/owth,contracts for

faculty and administrators, " and "non-th atening faculty evaluation."

On a related- topic., one respond placed a high prio on a concern

for a perceived "threat t. he Privacy eedom of faculty and students. "

Regarding fac

respondents indica ed ost interest in the Career Development Program

and roles in the Austin College "case study,"

involving alyfacult

agony of fadulty c

for changing faculty in the Total

Significant numbers of responses also cited the

e respondent put it), and the str. gies°

Institutional Project and n widespread

4

interdisciplinary involvement. Misgivings were expr ssed about faculty

441*-

workload...,d about the changes In the means bf fac ty participation in

iluititutionaldeci
-0

88
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Self-Renewal in Educational Institutions

In responses to a question about what was seen as essential in

the future roles of their own inetitutions, partic s reflected the

wide.variety of institutions represented in the Conference, -but in ways

not essentially chauvinistic. A great deal of emphasis was placed on

the need for clearer definitions of institutional missions and roles in

an everr more diversified system of higher' education. But within that

diversity and related to that clarification of mission, many from various

kinds of institut ns referred to the need to restore a sense of values,

one respondent specifying that literal arts value orientation is "also

pertinent in large universities such as mine.

One of the most common themes in.this section was institutional'

accountability and thq,need for better measures of what,students get

from college experience. One respondent refer to the need .to "beg n

construction of the intellectual case for the liberal arts" (the responde t's

underlining). Another indicated a need to broaden the scope of w is

1considered JegitiMate college experience. Another essentia ' several

.

0
participants identified.for their own institutions was the cultivation of A

%nse of community in(erest arming faculty, administrators, andie , , ents:
. .

. . .. - -
and related essentials were a better-understanding of intdr rsonal.

4Ir
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relationships anted a compfehensive plan for faculty development.
...

le- 4 .
There was considerable overlapping of topics between respbns-es-

1

to the question on essentials for the home institutions and those to qu,estioi
. .

on priorities for further work oi3,the issues and strategies. of institutional

_

'1
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self-renewal. In both. there as an emphasii on the need for identifying

the mission and role of the institution and on the need fOr deyeloping

effective strategies for communicating to the general public the impor-

tance of the value orientation in the liberal arts. But the most frequen

mentioned priority for further efforts was more interinstitutional

of ideas and experien'ces in self-renewal, Special interest wa

expressed in the sharing of information about.manag.ement

management data from institution to institution. The que

received explicit endorqement in a few responses dmph

to look ahead and paan for the future.

Quite a number of respondents expressed p

the faculty, one saying, "Faculty self-renewal is the heart of institutional

self-renewal. " Others identified concern about overworked and under-

paid facul.. and about apparent conflicts between the administrative and

teaching functions of faculty. Still others emphasized the need for a
-

continuous system of self-renewal for programs and people, including

faculty, administrators, and governing boards. The needs for attention

to reward structures for effective use of evaluative feed-back, for

analysis of, workload, and for improved financial support were "also,
\,

identified.

Res ponses to, the Austin College "case study" indiated strongest.,

interest in th0 Career Development Progra or fac_ulty personne , the ,

. .. '.. . ,
Program Management System for cur ular and 'suppoit-service op.etations;

.
.. 4

. . - A

the selection and 'educatillik of t oard of, Trustas; and the central
. 1 % I 1

-.. 1 I
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leaders p of the College President. Some respondents questioned

ther the processes of the Total Institutional Project ha-dbreeinTe-tr---

--'\--N.Iceived as ptirticipatory, whether s dent involvement had been-,more

than nominal, whether evalu on had been systematic and thorough,

and whether the faculty had knowingly accepted their changed role in

institutional governance. Othprs of the respondents apparently anti-

cipated these misgivings and made positive assertions on these-various

points. One re ondent reflected, "Most liberal arts colleges don't

realize the dept of their predicament." And another.exclaimed,'0 "Ho

.strong tr.aditio s in resisting change!"

Evaluat he Conference
--Tar - .

The e was atl- -ost unanimods endorsement' among respondents
- --, _t:..

for the eral fhe Conference, though a sizeable .number

--,addeet t it was too short and many suggestions were made for fuiiher

impr ernents in such conferences. Nearly all the respondents- also. .. .

sii ,diat it met or. exceeded their expectations and many urged that

ither' conferences be scheduled, though they differed as to whether the
A

same or other institutions shou d be represented. There were alsoft

89

.leneral endorternents of the pan 1 presentations, the participant discuss-
.

ions, and the case study focus. quite a number of-participants expressed

surpr e and gratification at the calibre' of the other participants. And

there wer of course, many expressions of gratitude and commendation
.

for ther:spons , the...planners, the logistical staff, and the resource
0 -

persontiel.

111
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Most saw the case,:study as a very useful way of-focusing the

-onference. Some remarked disappointedly that there was an absence

Jol\di\ssenting voices of opposing faculty and cynics,' students. S afne

exprested disappointment that they were not given detailed results Iof

evaluations' of the Austin College program and rojec One respondent

said of this facet of the Conference that it was**11rnore testimonial than

case study." But many wrote of the surprising and gratifying openness

of the Austin College resource people'to the questions and probes of

the participants.

One of the problems of the Conference was the variety of expecta-

tions of participants concerning the place of the "case study" of the

Austin College experience. Some either expected or wanted more analytical

details with Conference'participants focusing attention on solutibns and
0

alternatives for the problems arising in this Austin College experience.
VP n

Others expected less attention to the case study and more to th6 app 'ca-s

tion of general issues to the variety of institutions represented. Respo

to the major address were generally positive but varied yidelt`.- each

'that was panned by someone was praised as the highpoint by someone else.

° Part of that variety reflected a difference of perspective on the purposes

of the Conference, with some seeing the broad coverage of some addresses

as irrelevant.

The difficulty in assessing the effectiveness of th'e conference' as

one of the means for reporting on the Austin College Total Institutienal

6 .
92 4 _
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APPENDIX

Austin College - A'Case Study in College Se1V-Iteriewalas Part of.
'' r . ry

,
.

. "
eAn Invitational Conference on the Changing Tasks and Roles *-

..
... , /, Higher Edncationt March 25 -27,, 14/6 ':

, . {
_lbGeneral Information , a .), . .

,- ,
.t. #

St. I . ,Susi-in College is an-independent, four-year, liberal arts collate 'founded in 1849
...-and related to the-Presbyterian Church, U.S. TheCollege ljae a limited' enroll= .mentN5f1200 full -time students in the regular.undekgraduateprogram, approxi-mately 50 students in the filth-year-graduate.progrgrrn.Ln'tOscher education, and 'about 90 faculty members with 70 per cent holding the earned doctorate. Some27 concentrations or maro rs are- --fferti in the -artfrad sciences and abut,60 g.

per cent of the seniors matriculate in graduate and professional schools.', '
,

.Austin Colleg e is located in Sherman, Texas, a small city of 30,000. poriiilation,
located 62 rhilei north of Dallas. .

. . . . ,Thd 1925-76 stuaent body was drawn from 35 states but the overwhelming majOrity,
approximately 88 per cent, come from Texas, partioularl'y the large urban areas./:kbout 90 `per cent' of the College's students live on the 65-acre residential campus,

-which includes 32 buildings.

Austin College placesapeelal emphasis on!interdisciplinary studles, pre-profess-
ional programs, off-campus study oppottunities, and nom-subsidized intercolle=
giate athletics.

Preparation for the Project .
Austin College has gone through several periods of extensive planning and self-eialhination. A major management Study developed master plans for the campps
and program in theearly 1950's. A Ford Foundation grant fostered development
of significant new prograrnis in liberal education in the early 1960's. Another
College self-study in the rnid-1960's brought further changes.

. 4 ",

In .1970, Austin College started to put together the separate pieces from.previous
efforts. An ambitioui process wait launched. It was called OPENS; Operation
Planning' Educational Next' Steps. For two years members of the campus Commun-
ity participated in additional study, discussion, and pkogram development. 'Con-
sultants and related agencies mere involvdtf, as -well il.alumni ancffriends
Visions of the futire were 6onsidered to help determii;e ne.edas.that the College,
liould have to meet.. rundarpental questions were again aokid, this time focused
more sharply on"educational issues, Study committees, and task farces eontriOuted
suggestions. and 'detailed piciposals.. Enlarging on'tkieAclita'olg seryifig as a labora:
tory for liberal education, an eme1' plan took the many experiments of "past
.yea14--building on mime, discarding °they*, and .adding F;PNV .conce pt s-;and forged
anew conwrishensive prograrn for they !students ana.Mrirttlition. The new progrim

4. st.irustin College- Irldivicluat Develppmenti Encounter with the
send Scistneeil , _,

99...t ..: .
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THE TOTAL INSTITUTIONAL PROJE.cr .

National Science Foundation_and the Neational Endowment for the Rurnaniti s
in an wapresedented cooperative effort have helped to fund the Austin College \
Total Institutiona, Project on ,Changing Tasks ands Roles in Higher-Education, td
restrn.cture the entire institution to make it more responsive to indilidual student.

. neede and to iniuse self.-renev.7al efforts on a sustained basis: -The Project,
whith started in Rine pf 1a72, aided ii-nplementation of the new educ'ational'prol.
grarnIcal,,Ied IDEAS at Airstin College by 15 uppoT ting the restructuring bf educational
programs in the.entire curricultirn. .

The, natural and ,social sciences and tfte.skutnarities afire gi'en "new-fan. daMentst;'--
S roles, partly "through, tly.ee new interdisciplinary core programs: (01).Corpriftaica.tio

triquiry-Ta course where nteri'ng -students work in' smalr.gro.vips with shaea .

faCulty and 1eadership, using a contemporary Pr'oblen; topic as a vehicle.
to develop skills of infeJlectua inquiry with, a value-sorientatiort.. (2) Heptage. oT.
Western Man';.a thr..ee-cd.nrse secuencestudVng the past in relationto,the present
and future of Western man; team-taught liy fadulty frbin the .a.ciencesnd 'hurnai-

.

itzes *And,(3) Polity Reseerthattacks by:interdIscipliria`rriroupi'of
.leyel'stutents-on social issued to 'develop; alternative policy solutions,,,

students' in.tzrestanc,knowledge in the sciences and hur:nal.;itiett.
1 4

tb ntw core requirements, greater flexibility is provided for degree
f planmng through a-bartic rflan;a contract plan, and an hbnors program. Ahew

yearly calendar with longer daily time:blocks fosters different use of
14... ,time and .educational strategies, with the student assuming more resRonsibility

for learning while thesfaculty membtr assumes 'the role of facilitator as well as
authority. Working,together, students and faculty in a series of six-week
Summer-Resource' Laboratories examined'and restructured nearly every:course
and educational program. New, syllabi were developed, many with' new;ivoys of
organizing classes through self - pacing with 'learning units or modules, ilefin,
and determining competency levels, using.peeor teaching, and infusing rnj5clia and
interactive computing as tools of learning into; course structures. More broadly,
several departmental or program curricula were completely restructured in an
attempt to keep pace with the changing needs of students.

The most, distinctive attributes of self-renewal efforts at Austin are their compre-.

hensive and interrelated nature'and direct focus o;:i student needs. There is a
b afp,noe ofernphasis on cognitive and affective dimensions of learning, with the
at4tudesof people --, students,' faculty, and adtniniWators--being dealt with in

variety of waysas "changing tasks and roles' in higher education" are 'explored.
,

In revamping the ,curriculum, new vo cational t*chnologied,are also usedin-
. eluding interactive computing and tele "sed instruction through a consortium 'of

eon:eget and univerdi.ties. One of the more controversial techniques is the use
of psychological tools including a corriputerized personality profile for facilitating
the processes involved in./Atttudinal change. The Birkrnin Seminar and Method,

, eeveloped and used primarily with businesi management fp:pips, was-used and
studied for possible adaptation to use in a collegiate setting. A preliminary),
adaptation produced.a new instrument used with all freshmen in the Communicatio

*10
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%Inquiry g;oup$ to fopter understanding of self and others 'and build group.:rapport. "Anothei instrument, projected for futurcdevelopment, would focus* on career planning. Faculty and administiative.'groups have also experienced. The Seminarwit4i useful results. Sometimes it has been a key factor in helpingfacultir in a.department; and a variety of other groups, to 'get together in
worriong relationships. .

re-

Fa-ctilly, 'administrative, arid institutional roles are affected by basic
. institutional, changes being introduced concomitantly with the educationalprogram. These include a College-wide governance structure whereby repre-sentatives' of all campus constituencies, come together in one body, a Program

7vianigement System combining- constituency participation in reviewing programissues withrmanagen)ent accountability for making decisions, and a Career
Development Program for integrating faculty needs for growth with institutionalneeds....

the new Career Development Program, for example, Austin supports eachfaculty m'ember's efforts to grow professionally in his role at the College.
Personal 'needs are 'negotiated an the context of the program goals of the Collegeand. give impetus for a continuously-reformed learning environment. This is apositive approach to both the tenure and obsolescence issues. It is dependentto a navel degree upon developed levels of trust, mutual interest, and, open andhumahe relationships. It changes the reward structure to match better theliberal arts teacher's responsibilities and contributions. It helps make educa-tional research and development respected as apart of professional growth.

Building upon recent intensive efforts and higher national visibility, new rolesin effective educational leadership at various levels 'are an opportunity and
responsibility for Austin for the foreseeable future. (I) Leaders of individual
program unitS must continue to be aided i,n discovering and cultivating theirmost effectiveleadership styles and to learn neceisary.relationalskills.
(A strong correlation exists between thg leadership skills needed for effective
program operations and those needed fora highly participatory curricular

,program balancing the affective and cognitive aspects of education. ) (2) Earlyidentification and cultivation of potential leaders in education is,neededgenerally and in a special way with personnel systems such as the Austin approachin Career Development. And (3) new and expanded roles in institutional leader-ship 1?oth regionally and nationally are possible exploring 'Ways of measuring
the add-on benefits of blending cognitive and affective, dimensions of learning,
developing mutually beneficial relationships with other colleges, and servingas a case study resource for otheisnaturing institutions.

Austin's Total Institutional Project is now completing its scheduled-evaluationand reporting phase. A variety of reports written and otherNvise, are being
developed to Help communicate the rationale and resnits'of experimental efforts.

. These describe 'the many strategies involved, unified around the concepts of
individualization, the" changing,nature of the educational t'a stc, and meeting the

. needs of the future*:

101 .
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The Invitational Conference

, . , ,.
More important even than its ,aecowitability to the funding agencies is the
comrriitment of Austin College to use the .exp'ekienceaof this Project to
encourage further attempfq to improve the pickeeseS of:tigher educati:On...

.., , :
The belief that institutions and individ'ualp have much to gain from sharing
their experiences 'and insights \Concerning:the critical issues In highg .
education has prompted. Austin Collegeand the Southern Regional eencation,
Board to sponsor,the Invitational COnfeience to focus oir.,rnan.o these issues..,

. t*, nt-- -

To reemphasize, Austin College's Pro3ect an4 IDEAS educationat,piograrilIDEAS.-. ..
..

will serve only as case study Material to get at the tindellytng issues; the .- *-%'
purpose of the Invitational Conference is to ,providean unusual opportunity for'
educational leaders to sha:re.informatiOn and engage in mutual eintfronta,tinn'`
on some of the major problems and challenges in higher e4tictitIon today.'
Participants will be active,inthese.disoussions; not passiile. .
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